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Some months, it is "a slow news day" when it comes to

selecting a topic for our editorial. Other months, it is a mat—

ter of choosing which is the most relevant among several

hot topics.

This month, it is the latter Besides the internal conflicts

thriving in various GLBT organizations in our readership

area (we hear about lots of stuff, folks), there is the return

of our scam queen and the frustration to get the police to

investigate. There is the national drama brought about by

Republican U.S. Senator Rick Santorum‘s anti—gay com—

ments in favor of his far—right "family" moral values agen—

da. And there is the war, which is technically over now.

Should we have been in a war, or not? Can we both

support the troops and not support the leadership that

sent them into battle? Do we blindly follow those in author—

ity, supporting their decisions without question and damn—

ing those that do? Or do we take a stand against what the

"group" thinks and express our counter views?

Did our president ever take a multicultural or diversity

class and does he realize that there is more than one cul—

ture than "American" on this earth? Will the ethnocentrism

of our President, that the American way is the only way,

lead us to more "wars" as soon as opportunity opens a

door? If democracy is the issue, and that is what the

administration thinks we brought to Iraq, even if we have to

stuff it down their collective throat and kill and arrest any—

one that gets in the way, then where do we draw the line?

Lord knows there is presently more than one leader

running his nation as his own backyard, much as Mr

Hussein did. What about North Korea? They showed us

their nuclear weapons and said they have them aimed at

us from across the Pacific.

Granted, Mr. Hussein definitely gave a new definition to

the word extravagant and made Emeldo Marcos look like

a suburbanite. And, to disagree with him was done at a

significant cost, even one‘s life.

And, it is no lie that well—intentioned food and medicines

from America, shipped to various third—world countries,

often are taken directly off the planes at the airport by gov—

ernment personnel and sold on the black market, again to

the profit of the hierarchy in charge.

Of course, the oil is a big issue in the Iraq—U.S. conflict.

How much does the Bush administration know when it

comes to oil? How much knowledge did Bush and Chaney

both gain from Enron about the industry? Lets see, Mr.

Hussein owes America, among other countries, s***loads

of money. Why not just take a dozen or so oil wells and

call it even? If that happens, who actually owns the oil

wells? Who gets a check when it ultimately is pumped into

our SUV‘s and automobiles?

Is our President aware of the history of this land,

where the Rivers Euphrates and Nile meet, the former

Babylon? Does he understand the various sects of peo—

ple, all Muslim, but different denominations, as such.

Does he understand the centuries of history of these

lands? Is peace possible among the sects or is that not

even in the cards?

How accountable is the President to the American pub—

lic? If the soldiers don‘t find any "weapons of mass

destruction," the reason Bush gave to send hundreds of

thousands of military personnel, at billions of dollars in

expense to Iraq, what then? With the expressed command

to kill Saddam Hussein, no questions asked, Bush basi—

cally commissioned his murder and, to our knowledge,

stopping short of requiring Hussein‘s head be brought

back to him on a platter Were our soldiers hit men?

See Support, page 17
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Pride 2003 set for June 7 at Overton Shell

The countdown has begun to Memphis Pride Inc.‘s

2003 Pride Parade and Festival, scheduled for Saturday,

June 7 in Midtown Memphis.

Because 2003, marks the 10th anniversary of a

Memphis Pride Parade and the beginning of the 10th year

of Memphis hosting a Pride Festival, the Memphis Pride

Inc. (MPI) board of directors chose "A Decade of Pride" as

its theme for the 2003 festivities.

"This is the second consecutive year Memphis Pride

Inc. will host its Pride Festival at the Overton Park Shell,"

said Kay Mills, MPI chair "We are very pleased to be able

to hold the festivities in the heart of Midtown again this

summer." This year will be the second—

ever free Pride Parade and Festival.

"The 2002 Pride Parade and

Celebration, unlike years before,

required no fee to be in the parade, no

fee to distribute information or to sell

wares at the Festival and no admission

to get into the Festival," Mills added.

"And this year‘s parade and festival will

be the same way."

One of the biggest reasons Memphis

Pride Inc. isn‘t charging folks to set up

tables, whether they be to distribute infor—

mation or to sell merchandise and/or food and beverages,

is because of the City of Memphis and Shelby County

Government.

As MPI learned last year, the selling of anything, even

memberships to clubs and/or organizations, requires a City

of Memphis Code Enforcement Permit (available for a nom—

inal fee), and if anyone wishes to sell food and/or bever—

ages, they also are required to purchase a temporary per—

mit from the Memphis/Shelby County Health Department.

"Because these required permits cost money, the

Memphis Pride board decided the cost of the permits was

enough of a burden on our community and those who

wish to offer goods and services to persons in our com—

munity," Mills said. "But we do want potential vendors to

know that they must have these permits in order to set up

at the festival. We cannot make exceptions because these

are city and county rules, not Memphis Pride rules."

THE PARADE

The parade will begin lining up at 2 p.m. on Saturday,

June 7, on LaSalle, which is located in front of Bogie‘s

Delicatessen in Midtown. The parade will step—off prompt—

ly at 3 p.m. and travel south on Cooper to Madison, west

on. Madison to Tucker, north on Tucker across Poplar and

into Overton Park and end at the Overton Park Shell.

There will be three categories for judging this year:

Best Walking Group and Most Prideful, both of which first

places will receive $100 cash, and Best Float, the first

place entry for which will receive its name inscribed on the

traveling trophy and bragging rights for a year.
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While there is no fee to participate in the 2003 Pride

Parade, an application is required and should be returned

either by mail or fax no later than May 20, 2003.

Applications are available by emailing your request to

memphisprideparade@earthlink.net or calling (901) 210—

5781 Applications can be returned via mail to Memphis

Pride Inc., P. O. Box 111265, Memphis, TN 38111 or by fax

to (901) 680—0601

Former members of the Memphis Pride Inc. board of direc—

tors will serve as the 2003 Pride Parade grand marshals.

THE FESTIVAL

The festival gates will open at 2 p.m. on Saturday, June

7, however, entertainment is not sched—

uled to begin until 5 p.m. to allow the

focus of Pride to be on the parade from 2

to 4:30 p.m. And, again, the festival will

be held at the Overton Park Shell and

free to the public.

Entertainment will get underway

promptly at 5 p.m. with such GLBT com—

munity favorites as Julie Orr, the Holy

Trinity Community Church Divas, the

Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite and your

favorite local entertainers, including lots

of drag queens and kings. Then, at 7:30

p.m., Venus Mission, the official 2003 Pride Festival head—

liner, will take the Overton Park Shell stage until 9 p.m.

"We really want to encourage folks to plan to stick

around for the music of Venus Mission," Mills said. "Last

year, so many people left early and missed one heck of a

concert by Anita Ward. And, Venus Mission promises to

put on one of its biggest shows yet."

Again, this year, there will be beverages, including

beer; food; games, and merchandise available for pur—

chase, as well as lots of information to browse and pick—

up. Memphis Pride Inc. also will have emergency medical

personnel and security officers onsite to ensure everyone

has a safe and pride—filled day.

Anyone wishing to set up a table, either to distribute

information or to sell merchandise or concession items

must fill out an application and return it to Memphis Pride

Inc. no later than May 20 to ensure a spot at the festival.

Applications are available by emailing your request to

memphisprideparade @ earthlink.net or calling (901) 210—

5781. Application can be returned via mail to Memphis

Pride Inc., P.O. Box 111265, Memphis, TN 38111 or by fax

to (901) 680—0601 Certain restrictions apply regarding the

sale of food and beverages so all applications must be

returned and approved. No exceptions can or will be

made. MPI will be the exclusive vendor of beer/alcoholic

beverages. All food and beverage applications/requests

will be considered on a first—come, first—served basis by

the MPI board.

Come out June 7 and show Memphis your PRIDE!

 



The Transition of a Rock Star

By Patricia Pair, publisher

Most of the time when we hear of a rock star making a

transition, it refers to either his or her musical stylings or

drug/alcohol treatment. This is not the case with the musi—

cian formerly known as John DeGroff

In 1969, DeGroff was like most other high school stu—

dents. He went to school, dated and in his spare time

dreamed of becoming a rock star.

"I started playing bass guitar back in high school," he

said when asked when he started playing.

Three years later, DeGroff would help found one of

the hottest rock bands of the Contemporary Christian

genre, Petra.

"I was one of the four original members of Petra, which

started in 1972 in Fort Wayne, Ind.," he said. "I‘ve known

Bob Hartman, the person who started the band, since

about 1970. We‘re both from the same area in Ohio.

"I had become a Christian in early 1971," DeGroff

continued. "My first bands while in high school did rock—

stuff like Led Zepplin, Cream, stuff like that. After becom—

ing a Christian, the emphasis was on originality rather

than covers. | wouldn‘t say that | actually pursued a

Christian music career, it just sort of happened at that

point in my life."

DeGroff was with the group when it landed its first

 

DeGroff, second from left, with members of Contemporary Christian rock band Petra.

recording contract, which led to the release of the group‘s

debut, self—titled album in 1974. The band‘s follow—up

album, Come And Join Us in 1976, also included DeGroff

However, after only two albums, DeGroff decided to leave

the group.

"As for why | left the group," DeGroff told Family &

Friends, "let‘s just say music biz politics. If anyone is real—

ly, really interested about my time in Petra, I‘d like to invite

them to check out an interview | did for a Petra fan web—

site from the Philippines, developed by a gentleman

named Daniel Abby. It can be accessed through

Cosmonaut Bob‘s website at www.cosmonautbob.com.

Click on ‘press," on the main page, and then the interview

can be accessed by clicking on the ‘click here to read the

full interview‘ section of our press page. The interview is

quite long, but I was finally given a chance to tell my side

of the story about why I‘m not in that band anymore. Plus,

there are some amazingly goofy—looking photos of me

from the 1970s. That alone is worth the trouble."

However, DeGroff‘s musical career didn‘t end with his

involvement in Petra.

"I played in several local bands in Fort Wayne, two of

them were Christian bands, as well," DeGroff said. "I start—

ed doing clubs and eventually went on the road. I‘ve

played just about everything from casinos in Lake Tahoe

to biker bars. I even played in a country band for awhile."

DeGroff plays "enough guitar to say | can do it with—

out being a liar" and has

worked on two custom

albums for church groups,

backed by a singer

named Mary Lafluer and

another singer named

Darrell Serrouf

"I worked as a studio

musician in Fort Wayne for

a while," DeGroff recalled,

"and mostly did radio com—

mercials. I‘ve done some

writing and demo projects

with a jazz guitarist named

Denny Jiosa here, in

Nashville, plus, I‘m a pub—

lished songwriter "

In 1987 DeGroff relocat—

ed to Nashville, which is

where the musician calls

home today, and continued

to play in bands, two of

 

See DeGroff, page 10
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Make plans to celebrate your "Freedom to Be" at Atlanta Pride Weekend June 27—29.

Immerse yourself in a city that embraces inclusion — in business policies,

in political leadership and gay—friendly neighborhoods where couples walk hand—in—hand.

Experience a city full of possibilities and endless choices.

Fire up Southern—style fun at the Pride Festival in Piedmont Park. Embark on a world—class

shopping marathon. And chill out after dark as you dine and dance with friends old and new.

Whatever your pleasure, Atlanta welcomes you!

 

Bou Gad"

ATLANTA
Convention &Visttare Rurean Visit www.gay—atlanta.com and reserve your Pride weekend now!
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DeGroff

from page 8

them Christian bands. However, in 1992, another change

began to take shape in DeGroff‘s life, a change that would

ultimately bring the musician to be introduced to the

Memphis GLBT community as Pamela DeGroff

"I don‘t have a problem with anyone knowing my male

name, which is John," DeGroff told us in an exclusive

interview. "I choose Pamela when | came to terms with

 

AnNever, Never

| ~Lanp ?.... [IR
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fonts A
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being transgendered in late 1992, early 1993, because it‘s

a feminine name I‘ve always liked."

The former Petra musician‘s "outing" was "a gradual

process."

"I‘m not ashamed of who | am, and there‘s nothing I can

do about my past," DeGroff said. "I‘m not ashamed of that

either, and I‘m totally aware that both facets of my life will

probably be one day reconciled in a public manner I‘ve

talked about Petra in some of the articles I‘ve written for

the transgender press, so eventually | know that people

who aren‘t cognizant of the

GLBT lifestyle will one day

connect all the dots.

"I‘m very active in the

community here in

Nashville, and I‘ve been

interviewed in our local

paper, The Tennessean,

and on TV," DeGroff contin—

ued. "There‘s a lot of my

coworkers who know about

my being a cross dresser,

but I‘ve never caught any

grief because of it. (DeGroff

is presently employed in

the administrative offices of

the Tennessee Department

of Health managing a vac—

See DeGroff, page 58
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The Parade The Festival
Line Up at 2 p.m. on LaSalle 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
 Step Off at 3 pm promptly ENTERTAINMENT3 to 9 pm.

JulieOrr<Ime.DivasLocal ||
Entertainers—Aphrodite&Mm!

THEME: "A Decade of Pride" ADMISSION: Free
$100 each awarded for There Will Be Lots of Information,

BEST WALKING GROUP&MOST PRIDEFUL Merchandise, Food & Beverages
Traveling Trophy for BEST FLOAT *APPLICATION REQUIRED

*APPLICATIONREQUIRED FOR VENDORS
TOPARTICIPATE _ aat y in.. TO PARTICIPATE

   

wag plications & Information available by email

at memphisprideparade@earthlink.
net

2003 Pride Events sponsoredin part by Backstreet Memphis, Metro Memphis and others
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4

ove and trickery and love and
bandits and love and confusion and love and exploration and, well, you get the point. Featuring such
songs as "Try to Remember," "Soon It‘s Gonna Rain," "Much More" and even much more than that.
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} |
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GLAAD honors McCormack, Aguilera, Hanes

By Rex Wockner, contributing writer
The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation

(GLAAD) conferred special honors on actor Eric
McCormack, singer Christina Aguilera and filmmaker Todd
Haynes at its glitzy 14th annual Media Awards April 26.

In addition, major awards were won by "Six Feet
Under," "Will & Grace" and the film, The Hours, for their
positive portrayals of gay, lesbian and bisexual people.

Held at the Kodak Theatre on Hollywood Boulevard,
the ceremony honored Aguilera for the bold gay and
transgender images in her "Beautiful" video. Haynes was
rewarded for his film Far From Heaven. McCormack was
recognized for his five years of playing Will on NBC‘s top—
rated sitcom "Will & Grace." Aguilera‘s videoincludes two gay menmaking out on a publicbench oblivious to thestares of passersby, aswell as former RobertMapplethorpe modelRobert Sherman slowlytransforming himself intoa woman, finally smilingat his feminine image inthe mirrorGLAAD ExecutiveDirector Joan Garry said thevideo "conveys a powerfulmessage about self—respectand empowerment.""At a time when manyin the music industry
avoid lesbian and gay themes altogether, or even worse,
use defamatory images to appear edgy, Christina‘s deci—
sion to feature gay and transgender people in her video is
a strong statement of inclusion, affirmation and accept—
ance," Garry said.Aguilera performed an a cappella version of "Beautiful"
that brought the house down."It is so important that in my music I do convey positive
images," Aguilera said, "and this song is definitely a uni—
versal message that everybody can, | think, relate to.Anyone that‘s been discriminated against or unaccepted,unappreciated or disrespected because of who you are —your color, your sexual preference, whatever that may be.1 wanted really ... to support the gay community. Still in2003, we even have to give awards because it is so unac—cepted still today in society. So I wanted to show my loveand support to all of you."McCormack thanked GLAAD for its support of "Will &Grace" through the years.

 

 

Christina Aguilera
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 "Television, by itsvery nature, aims toplease all the peopleall the time,"McCormack said. "Asa straight actor playinga gay role on a net—work sitcom, 1 facedthe very real possibilitythat | would pleasenone of the peoplenone of the time — bybeing too gay forstraight America andnot gay enough forgay America. And |‘d

—

be trapped in some gay/straight limbo like Simon Cowell or
Ryan Seacrest. Fortunately, | needn‘t have worried. The
straight audience came around pretty quickly but it was this
community that was with us from the very beginning. In fact,
it was GLAAD that, during the shooting of the pilot, sent a
telegram saying, ‘We‘re behind you all the way‘ and, being
GLAAD, I know they meant that literally."Filmmaker Haynes said Far From Heaven changed his
career."I‘ve always considered myself someone working very
much in the margins," Haynes said, "very much outside of
the mainstream, free to really experiment with narrative,
with depictions of homosexuality and struggle and a lot of
other themes, as well. And not always committed to positive
representations necessarily, but trying to get really down
deep into the things that kind of unify all of us. Something
happened with Far From Heaven, | think, where the film
entered a different arena for me — this has been kind of a
dizzying year, an amazing year of my career.

"I feel very proud to be a part of the representation of
gay struggle in film," Haynes continued. "It‘ll be something
l‘ll continue to do and we‘ll just keep fighting."

McCormack‘s award was presented by "Will & Grace‘s"
Sean Hayes, who plays Jack. Hayes took the audience on
a roller coaster ride, coming this—close to coming out, then
not doing it. Many reporters and gay fans have been irri—
tated by Hayes‘s refusal to say if he‘s gay, straight or
something in between."I feel good here," Hayes said. "I feel comfortable. I look
around and | see kind, accepting faces — granted most of
those faces don‘t move above the eyebrows, but they
seem to have kind and accepting potential. I‘ve had three
martinis with the new low—carb vodka, I‘m feeling the love,
and | think I need to do something, I think it‘s time to share
something about myself, something that I‘ve needed. to
share with you for a while now but wasn‘t quite prepared

   
 

Phot
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Eric McCormack

See GLAAD, page 16

 



  

JUNE 7 FREE. FREE. FREE. MEMPHIS PRIDE PARADE
AND FESTIVAL is almost here. See page 7 for details.

Speaking of Pride, we understand the creator of the
gay pride rainbow flag, GILBERT BAKER, is sewing again
and is making a new gay pride flag according to its origi—
nal design with eight, not six, colors. Pink and turquoise
will be added to the existing six colors of red, yellow,
orange, green, blue and purple. The new handstitched
flag will be unfurled in Key West, Fla., on June 15, in cel—
ebration of the RAINBOW FLAG‘S 25TH ANNIVERSARY

Well, sometimes you can‘t get a break. MANITOU
WOODS, a wooded retreat center for gay men in Grant
Parish, La., was vandalized again in late March. Anti—gay
folks tore down the gate and fence at Manitou Woods,
among other damages, in February 2003. Owners Joe
Gary and Skip Ward rebuilt the gate and fence only to
have vandals destroy them again in March. Police took
reports but still have not apprehended the vandals,
despite eyewitness information.

Last month, Family & Friends reported the case of
JACKSONVILLE (ARK.) JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL sTV—
DENT THOMAS MCLAUGHLIN and the anti—gay treat—
ment he was allegedly receiving from the school officials
and faculty there. The AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES
UNION OF ARKANSAS followed through with their warn—
ing to those involved and filed a lawsuit against the Board
of Education of the Pulaski County Special School
District, et al, on April 8.
On April 22, ABC debuted a LESBIAN ROMANCE on

"ALL MY CHILDREN." "All My Children‘s" Bianca
Montgomery (played by Eden Riege!), the lesbian daugh—
ter of Erica Kane (Susan Lucci) will have a love interest,
thus making Montgomery the first daytime drama gay or
lesbian character to share a same—sex kiss on television.

Add NEW MEXICO to the growing list of states who are

  

 

SATURDAY, JUNE 7 SATURDAY, JUNE 7 SATURDAY,

 

saying no to hate crimes and anti—gay actions. On April 9,
GOVERNOR BILL RICHARDSON signed a nondiscrimi—
nation bill and a hate crimes bill, as well as an executive
order giving domestic partnership benefits to all New
Mexico state employees.

We have received word that SHAYNE RACHELS,
President of THE MYSTIC KREWE OF MEMPHIS UNIT
ED, who wrote a letter to the editor of Family & Friends
magazine last month expressing his disappointment with
only receiving a page of pictures and a comment in the
"Bulletin" about the organization‘s 2003 Mardi Gras Ball,
has resigned from the Mystic Krewe of Memphis United.
He and his wife, Becky, and other members have quit and
are starting up a new krewe: The Mystic Krewe of
Pegasus Memphis.

We‘ve also heard through the grapevine, yet another
"secret" organization of other past members of the Mystic
Krewe of Memphis United is in the talking stages.

Our friendly SCAM ARTIST has hit again. Actually, we
were expecting him, it‘s been almost a year since we
heard from him. Anyway, should ANYBODY call you,
identifying themselves as a person who you may know
only casually from the community, and tell you they‘ve
been beatup, robbed, run out of money, whatever, while
out of town and need you to send them money by
Western Union, JUST SAY NO. Hangup and call Sgt.
Ross of the Economic Crimes Unit at the Memphis
Police Department at (901) 545—5369. For more, see
story on page 18.

We would like to welcome JIM EASTER to our writing
staff. Periodically, he will make us think with his "Have You
Ever Wondered ..." column. Easter will give us his take on
our nation‘s current events, our city‘s issues and even our
own gay community‘s idiosyncrasies. You might want to
grab a dictionary, Easter likes them big words.

Congratulations to the EMERALD THEATRE COMPA—

NY on a great run for its
April production of Come
Back to the Five and Dime,
Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean.

Mark your calendars for the.

return of ETC‘s "CABARET"
to celebrate Gay Pride,

June 13 to 15.

Family & Friends offers
its condolences to the
friends and family of three
of Memphis‘s GLBT com—
munity members: Anthony
Dillworth, "Granny" Weaver
and Greg Gadomski. They
each held a unique place in
the community and will be

greatly missed.

 

_ 212 North Evergreen

901—722—2177
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AND NOW A WORD FROM

YOUR TEETH....

  

Providing you with

soothing, comfortable

treatment is our

, business. Best of all...
i we do it with a soft,

gentle touch.

    

    

     

    

  

      

  

 

Painful teeth,
swollen gums,
unsightly stains and bad breath... We are a young and growing
These are messages from your teeth

—

dental practice which prides itself
which say, "We need help!" on fairness and open—mindedness.

Make your teeth feel good again!
Call for an appointment today. We‘ll listen.

WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.

General Dentistry

 
79 North Cooper St. (between Madison & Poplar) Memphis, TN 38104

**=:(901) 685—5008 @A Customer Apsisfiance Program of
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GLAAD

from page 13

to do so in the past. I needed time, I needed to feel safe,

I needed it to come from me and no one else. | have to

confess, I‘m a little nervous about it, but I can‘t imagine a

better place to say this. So, ladies and gentlemen, mem—

bers of the media, colleagues and friends: I‘m being self—

ish again! I‘m being selfish again! Tonight is about Eric

McCormack and ‘his‘ heterosexuality. I apologize."

In an exclusive interview,

"Queer As Folk‘s" Peter

Paige, who plays Emmett

Honeycutt, talked about the

program‘s impact on gay

America.

"I know ‘Queer As Folk

has made a difference to

the gay cause," Paige said.

"I see it literally every single

day. | see in the faces of

gay people who come up to

me on the street. .l see it in

the faces of straight people who stop me on the street.

Which now — early in the show it was all gay people who

stopped me. Then, very quickly, it became straight

women. And now it‘s straight men, all the time — often sub—

tly, often under their breath, but. | don‘t get on an airplane

without a straight guy saying to me, ‘You know, my wife

and I love the show.‘ And when asked why, they all say the

same thing. ‘Oh, we just like the stories.‘ If you had told

me 20 years ago that I would be a part of that, that I would

be a part of the show that made straight people not even

able to see the division anymore, I‘d have told you you

were crazy."

   

Sean Hayes
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On Sunday, June 1, from 2 to 6 p.m., the Memphis Gay

& Lesbian Community Center, 892 South Cooper, will

dedicate the Vincent Astor Community Archives.

Astor has been the

unofficial historian of the

Memphis GLBT commu—

nity for many years. He

has written history arti—

cles for Gaze and The

Triangle Journal News

concerning organizations

and events of interest; he

maintains the Memphis

Pride and MGLCC

archives, and was

responsible for founding

a collection of Memphis

Pride artifacts at the

Memphis Pink Palace

Museum and adds to that

collection annually.

Astor has donated his

extensive archives and

other memorabilia to the

MGLCC. These docu—

ments and items repre—

sent decades of history of

the Memphis GLBT community.

Astor has invited other individuals in the community,

who also have collected memorabilia during the past

years, to display their collections during the dedication

ceremony, as well. |

Debi Robertson will display her T—shirt quilt of her expe— —

riences and a new quilt in progress. John Moberly will dis— —

play his and his late partner‘s leather "button vests."

Susan MacKenzie and Virginia Stallworth will exhibit their

feminist button collection displayed on banners. Anthony |

Hardaway will display some of his extensive collection of

Memphis‘s black GLBT community memorabilia. And, Jim

Norcross will present his scrapbooks and memorabilia

from Little Rock‘s GLBT history, which he also is donating

to the MGLCC center.

 

Vincent Astor

Jere

The MGLCC is organizing an Art Exhibition during

Pride week, June 2 to 8. Artists are requested to sub—

mit their works, be it paintings, drawings, sculpture,

mixed media, etc., for this event. MGLCC will select

pieces for display. Deadline for submissions is

Saturday, May 17 For more information, call Miki

Zulewski at (901) 726—4211

See MGLCC, page 17
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MGLCC president, will be at the center signing his new book.
 

 

For more information, call the MGLCC center at (901)
from page 16 324—GaAYs.

dees

The MGLCC has planned several events for the week
of Pride.

An art show opening reception, for selected art to be
Improve your GLBT 1.Q.

displayed at the center during the entire week of Pride, will Read Fam I Iy & F”endS

be held Monday evening, June 2, at the center
On Thursday, June 5, at 6 p.m. a potluck dinner will be FOR THE

held at the center On Friday, June 6, an Outflix—spon— TM

sored movie night begins at 7 p.m. Saturday is the day of OPEN-MINDED MEMPHIAN
the Memphis Pride parade and festival. (see story page
7.) The final grand opening festivities for the center, with
past officers of MGLCC as special guests, will be held
Sunday, June 8. Michael Schiefelbein, a past MLGCC

Support

Will Congress set a date for when the search for
weapons of mass destruction will finally be halted, or will

weapons are never found in Iraq, can Bush be held "" sae . # Ta Ae ud 19 .
accountable for the death of soldiers and civilians? Or is thoe In d gn
he totally immune as President of the United States? "*__ ___ # ___A ae A £7“;

Our point is this, there are many questions and few 19 n. — 725—0O572 71 — mEemPHis, TN
answers. The war happened, whether we agreed with it or
not, and life must go on. We can‘t change the past, but we
have the right to ask questions and the right to let our The
voice be heard.

P.S. To our brave soldiers in every branch of service, YOUNG AVENUE DELI
we say thank you, especially to our GLBT brothers and Softball Team

Invites You

 
 

sisters who have to serve on the down low.
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GLBT community

again target of fraud

A telephone scam, similar to one in both 2001 and

2000, allegedly resurfaced again in the Memphis GLBT

community during the first week of May 2003.

On May 2, Family & Friends received a phone call from

Steve Solomon to let us know the scam, which Solomon

had been a victim of in 2000, had started again.

 

In June 2000, someone telephoned Solomon falsly |

identifying himself as Glenn Moore, an acquaintance of

Solomon‘s. The caller said he was in Colorado, had been —

robbed and needed money desperately for airfare back to

Memphis. As was requested of him, Solomon wired $800

to a Colorado Western Union office for a person he

thought was Moore. Solomon later learned the money he

had wired to Colorado had been redirected to a Western

Union office at the Piggly Wiggly on Madison Avenue in

Memphis, where it was picked up soon after it was sent.

A year later, sometime around the holidays, similar

phones calls from an alleged person in need requesting

money be sent via Western Union were received by sev— |

eral individuals and organizations in the Memphis GLBT

community. These calls were reportedly traced back, via

caller ID, to one of the area‘s hospitals. Allegedly, the

caller went through the halls of the hospital using tele—

phones in empty patient rooms to make his calls.

This year‘s scam reportedly began with a phone call to

Ray Casteel at Inz & Outz on May 2. According to Casteel, |

the caller falsely identified himself as Steve Solomon, said

he was in Los Angeles, had been robbed and beaten up,

gave details of his alleged injuries and needed money. (It

should be noted that in this most recent scam, the caller

has been so bold as to have the potential victim pay for

the call using AT&T Collect.)

Casteel told Family & Friends he told the man to call

him back. Casteel said he then hung up the phone and

called Sowell Realty, where Solomon is a real estate

agent. Solomon was in Memphis.

When Casteel called the police to report the incident,

he said he was met with, "Just don‘t give him any money."

Family & Friends then called the Economic Crimes Unit,

formerly the Fraud Unit, of the Memphis Police Department.

This same unit handled Solomon‘s case in 2000.

After also being told, "Just don‘t give them any money,"

Family & Friends further explained the situation empha—

sizing a crime was still unsolved as a result of a similar

scam. Finally, the call was transferred to a lieutenant who

told the magazine anybody wishing to report such a

phone call should call their local police precinct and

See Telephone scam, page 23
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Matt Keating

Tiltawhirl (xxx)

Matt who? For those devoted

music junkies who can answer that

question | salute you. It isn‘t often a

musician, well, a talented musician,

comes across my plate who I‘ve

never heard of, but here Matt Keating

is (well his CD, anyway).

So, what does Keating sound like?

Good question. Well, he‘s a little mel—

low rock and a little folk, and a little

something in between. "Sunday

Song," the first track on the album,

eases us into the soft singer—song—

writer world of Keating. There is some—

thing quasi—James Taylor at play, and

it becomes more evident when listen—

ing to the record on headphones.

On a side note, you should try lis—

tening to everything on headphones.

Great music, like Bob Dylan, Miles

Davis, etc., just sounds better on a

good pair of headphones.

The album really steps out of the

tender ballad mood on the fifth track,

"Successful," which is a great juxta—

position against the beautiful, but

sometimes dragging "Jacksonville,"

which is a great song, but the tempo

could‘ve been faster. On the track,

"On Closer Inspection," Keating

croons against the backdrop of

something that sounds like the bas—

tard child of ambiance and country

cliche, and I love it.

Much of the album balances on

that fine line between so quirky it

works and so quirky it sounds silly.

When Keating falls out of balance he

often lands on the working side, but it

isn‘t as special as the balanced

tracks. And, sometimes, he hits that

too awkward, too quirky side and it

just doesn‘t work. All of this is the sign

of a young musician trying to find a

voice in the great big music world.

Tiltawhir! is far from a perfect

record, still it‘s better than a lot of the

"trying so hard to be different" records

I‘ve heard these days. I, for one, will

be looking for Keating‘s future efforts

and | suggest you check him out and

keep your eyes open for Keating.

  

—> Highlights include "Sunday

Song," "Successful" and "Window

Booth."

The Waifs

Up All Night (kxxx*xx*x*)

A waif is an abandoned person,

namely a child. The 12 songs on Up All

Night, the Waifs newest release, won—

der and ramble with the blissful naive

innocence and longing of a lost child.

On the back of the CD case, in

small print, it says "file under pop." I

couldn‘t disagree more. Up All Night is

many things: somber, tender, full of

longing, country, folk and true musi—

cian‘s music, but it definitely isn‘t pop.

Pop is a noise people make with their

chewing gum, which makes me think

of bubble gum music, which is Britney

and musical offenders of that like. No.

The Waifs definitely aren‘t trying to be

hooky and poppy.

The album opener "Fisherman‘s

 

  

In Trt MiX sy Cous Warker,musiceprror___

Daughter," is a rambling country tune

akin to a softer Lucinda Williams.

Sisters Vikki and Donna Simpsoni

share vocal duties and their voices

blend perfectly. To be honest, it is

often hard to tell them apart. And I

love their occasionally detachable

Australian accents, especially on the

longing—filled, touching and looming

"London Still." My personal favorite

has to be the upbeat, soft alt—country

rocker, "Highway One." This song

floats on sweet vocals, a moving gui—

tar riff and a killer harmonica bit, al a

Bob Dylan.

This is the kind of mellow—out— |

folk/country/soft rock record you can

put on at the end of a long night,

when you want to unwind and sing |

along. It‘s an album for when you

want to sing to your melancholia

instead of trying to always make your—

self happy. Which isn‘t to say Up All

Night is a downbeat, depressing

album, but there is something so per—

fectly tender aboutit that it makes you

feel okay with feeling crummy without

making you feel worse, which isn‘t

easy to do.

And I have to say on the track —

"Since I‘ve Been Around," Joshua

Cunnungham sings like James Taylor

would, if he had a sexy Australian

accent (I‘m a sucker for a smile and

an accent; so sue me.) Anyway, for

those about to rock, well, this ain‘t for

you. But, if you like hearing people

sing honest lyrics about the things

they‘ve seen and the things that have

seen them, well, this is a record I1

highly recommend.

By the way, these little waifs have

been adopted by the father—of—all—

things—right—in—music, Bob Dylan, and

I expect many more beautiful albums

from them. The Waifs are now on tour

with Dylan and from what | hear, it is

a show not to be missed.

—>Highlights include "London

Still," "Highway One," "Fisherman‘s

Daughter" and "Rescue."

See In The Mix, page 21
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In The Mix

from page 20

The Original Cyndi

Psychedelic Cabaret Music (*x+x*x)

Okay, I have to say, if | was judging by names alone, these

guys would be a total 10; I love the name. Anyway Psychedelic

Cabaret Music is exactly what the name suggests.

The first of five tracks, "Get Along," sounds like The

Doors on acid, mixed with something very reminiscent of

the Rocky Horror Picture Show, and, for some reason, |

see an evil drag queen singing this (as Freud would say,

I have issues).

Anyway, the second track, "Statement of Purpose

(Where You Gonna Go)," immediately makes me think of

Sweet and the myriad of other campy ‘70s glam bands

and Bahaus in drag (Yah, | spend way too much time

thinking about music). But, after the third time, the "where

you gonna go" chorus gets a little annoying. The lead

singer just doesn‘t have the best set of pipes and forced

camp gets old after awhile. The lyrics aren‘t poetic, in fact,

they get down right corny: "won‘t you say I‘m clever/and

we could be together," but, hey, this is supposed to be like

glam, which, like disco, really isn‘t about the words.

Honestly, glam is really rock for the drag queens in us all.

And, in this respect, Cyndi succeeds.

The album is honestly lacking in production quality, but,

hell, it was made at home by the band. But, | have to say,

the singer seems to try too hard to make his voice do

things it simply won‘t do, but he‘s no David Bowie and,

sometimes, his squeaking, nasal—whining hit my ear

drums like fingernails on a chalkboard.

Still, | like what these guys are doing. It‘s different and

people have brought back all kinds of sounds but no one

seems too keen on bringing back ‘70s psychedelic glam and

for one I am glad someone is. I suggest these guys study

both Brian Eno‘s Here Come The Warm Jets and David

Bowie‘s The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust, because

they‘re both great glam rock records. And, let‘s face it boys,

when it comes to camp in rock, Bowie was, is, and always

will be, the original Cyndi (or Ziggy, or whatever).

Anyway, I‘m on a caffeine binge and studying for final

exams, so rock on Cyndi, keep doing this crazy thing you do.

Go see The Original Cyndi and SUPPORT LOCAL BANDS!

—> Highlights include: Hey, there‘s only five songs,

don‘t be lazy, listen to them all and judge for yourself

Editor‘s Note: We ran across The Original Cyndi at

Turtles at Poplar and Highland, where one of the band

members, Justin, works and was giving out free copies of

the band‘s CD. If you are curious and want to take Cole

Walker‘s advice, go by and ask Justin for your free copy or

go online to The Original Cyndi‘s website at www.original—

cyndi.com where you can hearand/or download their music.

See In The Mix, page 33
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During the month of May, enjoy a
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Dear Straight Up,

® R My boyfriend and I have been together

for several months. He is 19 and I am 25. During the

first two months, we had a blast being together,

hanging out, being with friends, etc. The only prob—

lem was he was against my hanging out and drinking

with my friends.

Needless to say, one night I got drunk and we

argued and broke up. After that, | realized what a

huge mistake I had made, putting my friends before

him, so I decided to change in hopes of getting him

back. And, after a month of being sad about it all, we

did indeed get back together. However, things are dif—

ferent now.

During our little break, he had been rumored to be

dating this other guy, apparently right after our

breakup. When asked about it, he denied it vehement—

ly. His excuse was he had a couple of friends who he

had met and they seemed to have a crush on him.

Even though his excuse made me uncomfortable, 1

opted to trust him and see what happened. I told him

I would trust what he said about it.

In the mean time, he would still receive calls from

these alleged friends and when they called, he would

leave the room to converse with them. This seemed

even more suspicious. Aside from that, his roommate

kept making comments to me that really made me

question my boyfriend.

All that said, now comes the tricky part. One day

recently, he left to run an errand and, being bored, I

decided to satisfy my curiosity once and for all by

reading his AIM log. Now I know this isn‘t a very nice

thing to do, being an invasion of privacy and all, but

truth be told, he has gone through mine before when

he was bored simply because he is nosey. Anyway,

what I found left me in a very cold place. I discovered

that he had been lying to me about it all and making a

fool of me in the process. He not only had lied about

one guy, but two. He has been dating two guys right

Stephen Pair

Licensep THERAPIST

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

* THERAPEUTIC

SWEDISH

SPORTS

RELAXING °

(901) 277—1705

STEPHENPAIR@AoOL.coM

1684 PorLar Aveur

MemrhHis, TN 38104

after we broke up. And I have reason to believe he

was "sleeping" with them, as well. Besides that, there

were several conversations with "friends" online

where cyber—sex was involved, as well as conversa—

tions that involved him trash—talking me.

So, I guess curiosity killed the cat, but what do I do

now? Since I read those things, I haven‘t been able to

break myself out of the icy confines of my own mind.

He seems genuinely concerned about my behavior

and has no idea that I have read his lies. I find it hard

to trust him now, though I trusted him implicitly in the

beginning. I am having a very difficult time believing

he can truly love me if he was so easily able to go off |

the day after we broke up and date someone else.

This is so unlike the man | thought | knew. But | love

him still and I want things to work out. What the hell

do I do?

Fool For Love

Dear Fool,

Well, Nancy Drew, see what happens when you‘re too

nosy? You find out things that were best left unknown.

Now, as I see it, the two of you broke up, he moved on

with his life, and now you‘re upset because he had a good

time and you didn‘t. Then, after you got back together, you

carried all this jealousy around instead of trusting him like

you said you would. What was your hope? That he would

sit around during the interim, pine for you and not do any—

thing? The chances of that happening were slim—to—none.

Besides that, rebound relationships almost never work. If

they did, he‘d still be with them instead of back with you.

It‘s time to come clean, meaning you both need to lay

your cards on the table and be honest with each other

and open up some real communication. I‘ve said it

before, and I‘m sure I‘ll say it again many times, but no

relationship is complete without communication. You‘ll

both be the better for it.
 

 

J. Shane Wilson has a master‘s degree in the counseling field

from The University of Memphis. He presently is a Licensed

Professional Counselor residing in Louisville, Ky. The opinions

expressedare not necessarily those ofthe magazine. Forserious

problems, seek professional help. Send questions to Family &

Friends, PO. Box 771948, Memphis, TN 38177—1948, or email

them to FamilyMag@aol.com.
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Telephone scam

from page 18

request a memo be taken. According to the police lieu—

tenant, the memo will then be sent to the Economic

Crimes unit.

As the week went on, Family & Friends was alerted to

the fact that several other community members, including

One More Bar & Grill, a licensed massage therapist and

Tommy Stewart, owner of J—Wags, also had received sim—

ilar phone calls. In all the cases, the caller reportedly iden—

tified himself as Steve Solomon, gave the same story

about being out of town and mugged, and always called

using AT&T Collect.

Stewart said he almost gave the caller money.

Stewart said he had used a charge card, which

required Western Union to make a verification phone call

back to Stewart. According to Stewart, when the Western

Union representative asked him if he knew who the indi—

vidual was he was sending money to, Stewart said, "Yes."

The Western Union rep reportedly asked again, "Are you

sure?" Stewart said, "Yes."

According to Stewart, the Western Union rep told him,

"This is a rip off." When asked if he wanted to continue

the transaction, Stewart said he declined and no money

was sent.

Sgt. Ross of the Economic Crimes squad said the

phone calls have all been "attempts," but that his

department would continue to compile reports and

information on the situation. He added that this is a very

common scam and prevalent in Memphis, sometimes

with minor variations.

Sgt. Ross pointed out that since Casteel did not loose

any money, a crime hadn‘t been committed. He further

added that should money be collected by the alleged sus—

pect, a charge of wire fraud, a felony, might be applicable,

as with Solomon‘s unsolved case from 2000.

"Western Union is specially designed to send money to

people you know," Danielle Jimenez, director of external

communications for Western Union, told Family &

Friends. "However, there is no way to retrieve the money

once it is sent.

"Yes, it is something we are aware of," Jimenez added,

referring to the use of Western Union in this recurring

scam. "We are trying to educate our customers and are

preparing a brochure about it.

"Although we are working with law enforcement agen—

cies, it is more about awareness and being smart con—

sumers," Jimenez continued. "From our perspective, it is

very difficult. Once the money goes through, that‘s it."

Sgt. Ross has requested anyone receiving a phone call

that sounds like this scam, call him at (901) 545—5369. As

with Stewart and Casteel, you‘ll be asked to phone a

police precinct to give the details of what happened and

the information will be recorded and sent to the Economic
Crimes unit to be used in the investigation.

"The simplest thing to do," Sgt. Ross said, "is don‘t do it."
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Renome Between THE LiNEs A Review By AnitaMovt ___

GLBT reference books full of

The Gay Book of Lists, by Leigh W. Rutledge, and The

Bent Lens (2nd Edition): A World Guide to Gay and

Lesbian Film, by Lisa Daniel and Claire Jackson, both

published in 2003, by Alyson Books are informing, as well

as entertaining.

Who knew there was

so much to know about

the gay culture? With

more than 40 lists, even

the most obsessed trivia

hound will be pleased

with The Gay Book of

Lists. The lists range

from the ordinary to the

too—much—information

category. Lists cover

people, sex, politics,

and things you probably

never thought about.

Did you ever want

to know some of the

men who it would have

been better not to

have gone home with;

who were gay knights;

famous gay or bisexu—

al men who served in the U.S. military; gay men who

publicly denied they were gay, or gay winners of the

Pulitzer Prize?

What about classic excuses used by "straight" men, as

well as lies sometimes told by gay men? Lists further

examine aphrodisiacs, the world of porn, gaydar, homo—

phobes and HIV/AIDS.

Although, Rutledge doesn‘t actually provide proof for

some of his closet cases (remember, it is a book of lists),

the book makes for interesting and entertaining reading.

Perhaps you may utter the words, "I didn‘t know that," or

even "Gross," a few times, but you will surely catch your—

self laughing out loud more than once.

The Bent Lens is a reference book and should sit on

the shelf beside your gay dictionary, should there be one

in existence. When you want to find a new film to watch,

remember the name of one you saw or need to recom—

mend a particular movie, this is the book you should grab.

Opening with a series of four essays, the next 450

pages are dedicated to an alphabetical listing of every

known movie in existence, national and international, that

would be of interest to anyone in the GLBT community.

After each title, complete details are given, as well as a

synopsis; photos are included, in some cases.

Following this are three sets of indexes. The first set of
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indexes lists the

movies under itheir

respective categories

of Bisexual Interest,

Cross—dressing,

Transgender and

Transsexual Interest;

Fringe; Gay Interest;

Lesbian Interest, and

Queer Interest. The

second set of indexes

list the movies under

their respective gen—

res, ie. Action,

Comedy, Western,

etc., and the third

index lists the movies

by country of origin.

Daniel and Jackson conclude their reference book with

a list of distributors, queer film festivals, directors and

interesting GLBT film websites.

What more could you ask for? It‘s all here in one place

waiting to find its way to your bookshelf

Playhouse on the Square, 51 South Cooper, will hold

auditions Sunday, May 11, at 7 p.m., for all roles in the

theater‘s production of Macbeth, set to run Sept. 26

through Oct. 26.

Shakespeare‘s classic is a mesmerizing story of brutal

desire and consuming lust for power, which begins when

Macbeth encounters three prophetic witches who ignite

his blind ambition.

Guest director Drew Fracher is seeking both men and

women, 18 years of age and up, of all cultures and races.

Those auditioning will be asked to do a cold—reading from

the script and possibly to do minor fight choreography. It

is recommended that individuals dress to move. Scripts

are available for check—out at Playhouse on the Square‘s

administrative offices, also located at 51 South Cooper

The Circuit Playhouse, 1705 Poplar Avenue, will audi—

tion Sunday and Monday, May 18 & 19, at 6 p.m. for the

roles of Gertrude and Lotte for its July 25 to August 31

production of The Lady in Question, by Charles Busch.

Directed by Brian Mott, The Lady in Question is an out—

rageous comedy about an era of political intrigue, espi—
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(Editor‘s Note: This is an editorial/opinion piece. The

views expressed by the author of this editorial are not nec—

essarily those of Family & Friends Magazine.)
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Dear Lam,

Well, 1 am beside

myself. My boyfriend of two years has

just dumped me. Out of nowhere, he

just dumped me. | thought things

were going along pretty well, or at

least | thought they were going along

pretty well. Obviously, | was wrong.

I‘m so angry, | feel like | must get

back at him somehow. 1 want

revenge. What do you suggest | do?

— Pissed

Dear Pissy,

Consider yourself a lucky person.

It seems as if the gods of love

unleashed their spring on you ... not

unlike your signature after a long

drive home alone in a car after too

much water to quench your parched—

ness caused by the stay—awake pills

you took to keep alert on your long

drive home alone in a car after watch—

ing a tedious French play about mar—

tyrdom. Believe me, it is a gift from

the heavens that you were dumped,

my dear A gift, I tell you.

Look around. Take in the scene.

Watch the players. And grab yourself

a mirror and introspect.

From the gist of your letter 1 think

you knew quite well that things have

not been up to snuff for the last year

and a half How do I surmise that, you

ask? It‘s my job to pick up on such

things. It‘s in the way you write, and I

quote, "I thought things were going

along pretty well, or at least | thought

they were going along pretty well.

Obviously, | was wrong." It is in this

non—committal self—judging state—

ment that you reveal the truth of the

matter To a trained eye and ear, such

as mine, | deduce quite a few vital

pieces of information from these two

ill—formed, nondescript lines of

heartache. First of all, "pretty well" is

a dribble of a nothing. What exactly is

"pretty well?" It certainly is of much

lesser value than "very well" and I

believe it is of lesser magnitude than

just plain old "well," as well. "Pretty

well" hints at being "almost" well or

"not quite" well or the energy of

"resplendently" well. Let‘s face it:

"Pretty well" serves as a lame cover

for "I‘m not quite sure, but I don‘t think

it‘s very good."

Secondly, then you judge the

statement, trying to qualify it with, and

again, I quote, ".. or at least I thought

they were going along pretty well." By

second guessing your own belief that

you don‘t think it‘s very good from the

start, you further unveil that you know

damn well the relationship had been

hitting the skids now for quite a while

and you are angry that you have

found your life entwined with that of a

man you should, but don‘t even,

know, and what you do know, you

don‘t even like. Do you hear what I‘m

telling you, darling?

And, thirdly, you are taking it all out

on yourself, as revealed in the state—

ment, again with the quotes,

"Obviously, I was wrong." The only

thing obvious here is the fact that you

knew and had kept it hidden from

yourself for reasons that should be

taken up with your therapist.

You do have a therapist, don‘t you,

darling? If you don‘t, please get thee

to the next mental health facility and

find yourself one. A good one. Oh,

don‘t be morose dear, everyone

should spend at least a few quality

years on the chaise of a good shrink—

type doctor. I highly recommend it. It

will be there on that couch that you

will do some of the most self—explor—

ing work of your life. You will really get

to know yourself Of course, if you

learn that you don‘t actually like your—

self, you will spend the rest of your

life on that couch trying to discover

why you don‘t like yourself and how

to develop the tools to like yourself

better, and how to have a real mean—

ingful relationship with yourself

because if you don‘t like yourself,

how can you possibly expect some—

one else to like you. But | saunter

away from the point at hand.

Back to your question. No, actual—

ly, my answer | say you have

received a blessing. | say this

because it is springtime. And in all

springtimes past and future, as well

as present, there is the time worn

phrase having to do with rebirth and

something or other. So here we are.

Springtime is here. The time of rebirth

and something or other. And you

have been dumped. Sounds pretty

good to me. Do you hear what I‘m

telling you, darling?
 

 

Gota question for Lam? Write to Lam

Medallion c/o Family & Friends, PO. Box

771948, Memphis, TN 38177—1948, or, if

you wish, email your question to

FamilyMag@aol.com and use "Ask Lam"

in the subject line. Lam‘s column is meant

for entertainmentpurposes only.

Auditions

from page 25

onage and trench coats. Gertrude, an

American pianist so famous that her

eyelashes alone are worth more than

$1,000, finally finds true love when

she tours "the land of beer, Wagner

and terror "

Roles are available for both men

and women, ages 18 and up. Those

auditioning will be expected to per—

form a cold—reading from the script.

Scripts are available for check—out at

Playhouse on the Square‘s adminis—

trative offices, located at 51 South

Cooper

For more information on either of

these auditions, call Courtney Oliver at

(901) 725—0776 or email her at court—

ney@ playhouseonthesquare.org.

Got news about

T

Pec

Email it to

FamilyMag@aol.com
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THE MADISON FLAME

1588 Madison Avenue

COME BID BETTYE FAREWELL

SUNDAY, MAY 11 — MOTHER‘S DAY

DOORS OPEN AT 7 PM.

SHOW BEGINS AT 8 PM.

FEATURING SOME OF MEMPHIS‘S FINEST PERFORMERS.

$2 COVER AND TIPS WILL SEND BETTYE OFF ON

HER RETIREMENT DAYS!

TOUD — TUN — FESTIVITIES

BON VOYAGE BETTYE ...

Thanks for all your years of service to the Memphis GLBT

community and the MADISON FLAME!
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Sundance Channel to celebrate Gay Pride

In June, the Sundance Channel will celebrate Gay

Pride Month with its fifth annual "Out Loud" FilmFest.

Every day in June, Sundance Channel will air a gay—

themed feature, documentary or shorts program.

"Out Loud 2003" will feature a special sidebar of films

that look at gay love in hostile circumstances. The films in

this program include Trembling Before G—D; Lan Yu; The

Devil and the Holy Water; Herr Schmidt and Herr

Friedrich; East Palace, West Palace; Aimee and Jaguar;

Fire, and Princesa.

Films making their television premiere during "Out

Loud 2003" include:

Trembling Before G—D, June 7, 9 p.m. CT Built around

intimately—told personal stories of Hasidic and Orthodox

Jews who are gay and lesbian, the film portrays a group

of people who face a profound dilemma — how to recon—

cile their passionate love of Judaism and the Divine with

the drastic Biblical prohibitions that forbid homosexuality.

E Minha Cara (That‘s My Face), June 9, 8 p.m. CT: A

thoughtful, personal documentary tracing gay filmmaker

Thomas Allen Harris‘s lifelong attempts to reconcile his

African—American and African heritages, along the way

exploring the very personal intersection of politics and spir—

ituality. Harris sees his own search for the African ances—

tral spirits encoded in his grandparents‘ Christian faith and

his mother‘s ‘60s and ‘70s embrace of pan—Atfricanism.

The Devil in the Holy Water, June 16, 8 p.m. CT Two

major events collide in Rome — when Roman Catholics

converge for the Jubilee, the most important church pil—

grimage in modern times, and when thousands of gays

and lesbians from around the world gather for the first

International World Pride Celebration.

Herr Schmidt and Herr Friedrich, June 23, 8 p.m. CT A

documentary about two men who fall in love, commit

themselves to each other and have a long—standing, lov—

ing relationship. It is also the story of the divided Germany

where, when they first met and fell in love, they were sep—

  

   

arated by the Berlin Wall — Kurt lived in the West, Wilfried

in the East.

American Fabulous, June 30, 8 p.m CT Part

Spaulding Gray—type monologue, part cinema verite

Americana, Jeffrey Strouth takes an autobiographical

look at his life from the back seat of a car — his bottom—

less well of lurid, often hilarious experiences constitute

a kind of gay Jack Kerouac odyssey; the documentary

was originally released posthumously after his death of

AIDS in 1992.

Just a few of the features during "Out Loud 2003"

include:

Big Eden, June 6, 8 p.m. CT Gay architect (Arye

Gross) returns to his Montana hometown to start anew

and falls in love.

Lan Yu, June 14, 9 p.m. CT Kwan‘s chronicle of gay

love lost and found in Tiannmen Square—era China. The

film was shot illegally and banned in China. Lan Yu

screened at the 2002 Sundance Film Festival.

Fire (Deepa Mehta), June 21, 9 p.m. CT: Middle class

Indian sisters—in—law find love with each other under their

husbands‘ noses. An international hit and a scandal upon

its Indian release.

Princesa, June 28, 9 p.m. CT Goldman‘s Cinderella

story is set against the real—life backdrop of Milan‘s seedy

red—light district. Fernanda is a 19—year old transvestite

who dreams of becoming a woman and meeting a prince.

Princesa screened at the 2001 Sundance Film Festival.

For a complete listing of shows, check you local listings

or go online to sundancechannel.com

,Awardsaregiveno“ t.
The 2003 Memphis Pride Award wmne, , 3

announced at an award banquet hefdatT
_ Madison Flame on May 4, were: ___ _

Best DJ—Carol Smith (of The Madison Flame)
Best Bartender—Tim “Odle”‘Street (of Metro

Memphis) i
Best Club—Allusions (formerly N-Cogmto) .
Best Bar—OneMore ___ l
Best Restaurant—Bogie‘s Dehca’tessemM’dtoW
Best Entertainer (Individual)—DiAnne Pri

Volunteerof the Year-BettyR‘ arson
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| For Yuan“W",Love

The Children‘s Museum of Memphis, 2525 CentralAvenue, is celebrating May is MOO Month during theentire month of May. Diary—related programs will be fea—
Plan family vacation at library

Build and decorate a globe and plan a family vacationduring the Family Activity Night on Friday, May 16, from6:30 to 8:30 p.m , at the Central branch of theMemphis/Shelby County Public Libraries, located at 3030Poplar Avenue. A light dinner will be served at 6 p.m., costis $5 for adults and $2.50 for children. Registration for thisfree program is required by calling (901) 415—2849 orsending an email to events@ memphis. lib.tn.us.
Theatre Conservatory offered

Playhouse on the Square‘s Summer Youth TheatreConservatory is open to any student interested in theater,regardless of experience. Various sessions are set, byage groups of 5—6, 7—11 and 12—17 years of age, during themonth of June and July. Costs range from $100 to $420per session, depending on age group. For more informa—tion, call Kimber Cox at (901) 728—5631

  
Holy Trinity Community Church

Come Square

¥ MAY 3"(3430 SVisit Our ForméThe Largest TAG¥ WEDNESDAY
STUDY SERrowing Up Born

  Website: www.hol itymemphis.org
 

The Rev. Timothy Meadows, M.Div., Pastor
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tured throughout this "udder—ly" fun and special month. In
addition to the cut—out "cows" on the museum‘s front lawn,
a variety of events are planned with cow, milk and dairy
product themes. These include:

Saturday, May 10, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., MOOart: Make a
Happy MOOther‘s Day card.

Saturday, May 17, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., MOOArt: Make a
Cow MOObile.

Saturday, May 24, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., MOOArt: A Cow
for a Kid, and at 1 p.m., Science Works: Milk Chemistry

Saturday, May 24, 2 p.m, Jazzy Cows: Patty Carrera‘s
cow puppet show.

Saturday, May 31, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., MOOArt: Paint the Cow.
Saturday, May 31, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Miss MOO is

Back: Pet farm animals.
All activities are free with museum admission, which is

$6 for children (ages one to 12) and seniors (62+) and $7
for adults. Visitors may present a Turner Dairy milk jug
and receive $2 off regular museum admission for up to
two people during the month of May.

For more information, go online to www.cmom.com or
call (901) 458—2678.

   

  

Make your family complete

with a new best friend.
   

 

  

  

  
Many wonderful animals are abandoned each year.

They are looking for a home with the care and understanding
that you can provide.

Bring a new friend into your family. You‘ll be surprised
at the loyalty and love they‘lI bring into your life.

  

Meet with an adoption counselor today and discover
what a new friend can mean to you and your family.

MemphisShelbyCountyHumaneSociety
2238 CentralAve — Memphis,TN 38104

Hours: am—Spm~M—$ / 901—276—1753

  

   

  

  

  

  

wiww.memphishumane.org

    

  

       

   

    

 



 

Leader is subject of play

Voices of the South will bring its newest stage adapta—

tion, Places of Enchantment, to the stage at The Rose

Theater of the Buchman Performing Arts Center located
at 60 Perkins Extended, Thursday through Saturday, May

29—31, at 8 p.m. and Sunday, June 1, at 2 p.m.

This is the love story of Olaus and Margaret Murie;
Margaret has come to be known as the grandmother of
the American conservation movement. Admission is $10
per person and reservations can be made by calling (901)
323—0128.

Korean metalart on exhibit

"Memphis in May: Contemporary Korean Metalwork,"
on exhibit May 4 through July 13 at The National
Ornamental Metal Museum, 374 Metal Museum Drive,
explores work by various Korean metal artists now work—
ing in the United States and Canada. The exhibit‘s pieces
express each artist‘s mastery of traditional Korean metal—
working skills and historical style through a contemporary
aesthetic. The museum is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesdays through Saturdays and from noon to 5 p.m.
Sundays. Tickets are $4 for adults, $3 for seniors (62+)
and $2 for students. For more information, call (901) 774—

6380 or go online to www.metalmuseum.org.

Book sale at library branches

A Friends of the Library Book Sale is set for Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, May 8 to 10, at the Central Library,
3030 Poplar Avenue, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily. There
will be great deals on books, videos, music and more. On
Saturday, May 10, only, all hardback books are available
for $1 Another Friends of the Library Book Sale is set for
Saturday, May 10, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., at the Randolph
Branch library, 3752 Given. And, on Saturday, May 24,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. a book sale will be held at the

Raleigh branch library, 3157 Powers.

Learn about herbal remedies

The Healing Arts Medical Group will discuss herbal
remedies at The East Shelby branch of the
Memphis/Shelby County Public Libraries, 7200 East
Shelby Drive, on Saturday, May 10, at 10:30 a.m.

 

TENNESSEE DISABILITY INFORMATION &
REFERRAL OFFICE

(a John E. Kennedy Center, Vanderbilt University

Phone:

—

(615) 322—8529 (Voice) * (800) 640—INFO (4636)
(615) 343—2958 (TDD) « (800) 273—9595 (TDD)

E—mail:

—

carole.moore—slater@vanderbilt.edu
Website: http://www. vanderbilt.edu/kennedy/findse.html

This officeprovides information about disability supports and
community services available to individuals, families, and agencies in TN.

  

Gandhi, Cullen to speak

On Tuesday, May 13, at 6:30 p.m., at the Central

branch library, 3030 Poplar Avenue, Arun Gandhi,

founder of the Center for Non—Violence, and Dr Daniel

Cullen, associate professor of political science at

Rhodes College, will speak on "The Origin of Conflict."

Tickets, which are $10 each, are available by calling

(901) 415—2834.

Concert to honor Rogers

The Gary Beard Chorale and Orchestra will present

the music of America‘s premiere lyricist, Richard Rogers,

in "The Sweetest Sounds," on Friday, May 23, at 7:30

p.m., at Lindenwood Christian Church, 2400 Union

Avenue at East Parkway. Tickets are $12 each and are

available by calling (901) 458—1652.

Symphony in Gardens set

The semi—annual Memphis Symphony Orchestra con—

cert and picnic contest is set for Saturday, May 17, on

the grounds of the Dixon Gallery and Gardens, located

at 4339 Park Avenue. Picnic categories include Most

Outrageous, Perfect Picnickers, Gourmet,. Most

Romantic, Best Theme and Just for Kids. Contest par—

ticipants are asked to register and be set up for judging

by 5 p.m. The MSO concert begins at 6 p.m. Tickets are

$12 for adults and $10 for children (ages 12 and under)

in advance, and $20 for adults and $15 for children the

day of the concert. Tickets are available by calling the

MSO Box Office at (901) 324—3627 or Ticketmaster at

(901) 525—1515.

Ragtime on stage at POTS

The Tony Award—winning, epic musical, Ragtime, is
onstage now through June 8, at Playhouse on the

Square, 51 South Cooper Creating a melting pot of

American characters, and with one of the best scores

ever to hit Broadway, Ragtime is a richly—woven tapestry

of passion and romance, triumph and tragedy, desire and

disillusionment. Showtimes are Thursdays through

Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m. The Pay—

What—You—Can performance is set for Wednesday, May 7,

at 8 p.m. Tickets are $28 for adults, $18 for seniors, $16

for students and military personnel and $12 for children.

For more information or tickets, call the box office at (901)

726—4656.

Tour downtown Memphis

Step through time as you explore historic Adams

Avenue, Main Street, Front Street and Cotton Row, on

Saturday, May 24, from 2 to 4 p.m. The tour begins at the

historic Magevney House, located at 198 Adams Avenue.

Cost is $9 per person and pre—registration is required by

calling (901) 523—1484.
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In The Mix

from page 21

P.S. On a personal note, | just want to give respect to

the Dixie Chicks. While | have never had much of an ear

rgl for their brand of country that goes pop, | appreciate that
h" they actually said what they believe. They are unlike cer—

iel tain other country musicians who wrap themselves in

a: American flag T—shirts and use patriotism as a marketing
t. tool to sell more albums.
1g America is about the freedom to say what you believe,

without being mocked and labeled a terrorist for having an
unpopular opinion. If we lose this, then we have nothing

1 worth fighting for. Say what you believe, agree to disagree,
Lm but whatever you do, don‘t start sticking censored labels on
% the mouths of other Americans. How can we liberate a nation
O if we aren‘t free? And, yes, you can support the troops and
[22 hope for their safe return and still be against the war.
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The Fantasticks, the longest—running musi—
cal in the world, is on stage now through May

18 at the Lohrey Stage at Theatre Memphis, 630 Perkins
Extended. Directed by Barry Fuller, this production is
sponsored by Family & Friends magazine.

What started as a one—act staging at Barnard College
in the summer of 1959, has since become the longest—
running show in the history of the American Theater. The
Fantasticks has been staged more than 11,000 times in
more than 2,000 cities in every state in the U.S., and has
been produced in 67 foreign countries. The key to its phe—
nomenal worldwide success is simple: it tells a universal—
ly—appealing story of young love and tells it with graceful
music, warmhearted with an imaginative theatricality.

The play is about parents and children, reality and
romance, genuine sentiment and gentle satire. Its score
includes such beautiful songs as "Try to Remember,"
"Soon It‘s Gonna Rain" and "They Were You."

The stellar cast includes such familiar faces as Randall
Hartzog (Ruthless! The Musical and A Chorus Ling) in the
role of Bellomy; Greg Krosnes (Pageant) as Huckabee;
Jack Kendall (A Funny Thing ...) as Henry; Brian Mott
(Three Days of Rain) as Mortimer, and Jonathan Russom
(42nd Street) as Matt. Making their Lohrey Stage debuts
are Sara Mclver as Louisa, Brad Kroeker as El Gallo and
Sandy Kozik (Pageant) as The Mute.
An active participant in the Memphis theater scene for

more than 40 years, Fuller has directed close to 30 pro—
ductions in Memphis and has acted in more than 100. We
recently spoke with Director Fuller, the man who also
directed Memphis‘ smash hit Pageant, about his long his—
tory with The Fantasticks.

F&F: Considering that this is considered the
longest—running musical in the world, my guess is
you‘ve been involved with this show before.

Fuller: | acted in it at Front Street Theatre many years
ago. Gene Katz and I played the fathers.

F&F: Do you recall the year?
Fuller: A looong time ago. It was sometime back in the

1960s. I also directed a production of The Fantasticks that
officially opened The Circuit Playhouse in its old building
on Walker Avenue some 30 years ago.

F&F: So, what is the deal? Why is this show so
incredibly popular for so many years?

Fuller: Because it‘s a good show. Simple as that. It‘s a
beautiful production that‘s extremely well—written. The
music is delightful. Plus, it has a storyline that is fascinat—
ing to work with. I mean, young love never goes out of
style, really. The problems that the youngsters go through
to eventually find themselves and realize that they really
are in love is kind of a timeless, universal theme.

F&F: Do you find you‘re directing this show differ—
ently than you did 30 years ago?

Fuller: Oh yes! Hell, Kevin, I can‘t even remember what

shows  I‘ve done,

much less how I

directed them. I once

sat down and tried to

write out a resume

and eventually ended

up dividing it up into

decades — the ‘60s,

‘70s, ‘80s, ‘90s and

today. 1 continue to

work, for which I‘m

grateful, and so far

health —and _age

haven‘t caught up

with me. One of these

days, I have a feeling

though, it‘s going to

all come crashing

down (laughing). Barry Fuller |
F&F: Let’s talk

about that. Talk about your career in the theater.

You‘re originally from Sydney, Australia?

Fuller: Yes, I think I can recall doing theatrical things in

school and in church (I always seemed to play the old

prophets ...). I did act in a couple of shows in Australia. |

moved to the states to attend The University of lowa and

then came to Memphis in 1956, to work with the Front

Street Theater (Memphis‘s professional theater at the

time) when it was called Theater 12 at that point.

Eventually, the theater evolved into Front Street Theater

down in the basement of the King Cotton Hotel. Later in

the 1960s, the theater moved out to Madison Avenue in

that building next to Neil‘s that was most recently

Fantasia. That theater created some great performers.

Recently, I was reading about one of our company mem— |
bers, Dana Ivey (Sunday in the Park with George, The

Color Purple), who has just gotten fabulous reviews for a

show she‘s now in. Let‘s see, George Hearn (Sweeney

Todd, Sunset Boulevard), Dixie Carter ("Designing

Women"), you name them. We‘ve had a lot of good peo—

ple come out of that company.

F&F: So, what has kept you in Memphis for so

long?

Fuller: When Front Street folded back in the late 1960s,

1 got into the travel business. | worked for American

Airlines for several years. I didn‘t do much theatrically until

I transferred into the agency business (Regency Travel),

which gave me the time to do theater.

F&F: May I ask how old you are?

Fuller: Sure! I‘m 74, going on 75.

F&F: Do you mind if I mention that you‘re also gay?

Fuller: Oh no, hell no. I don‘t mind. Considering there‘s

   

See Front Row, page 35
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from page 34

very little | can do about it.

F&F: So, having been involved in Memphis theater

for so long, what‘s your assessment on the state of

Memphis theater?

Fuller: 1 think it‘s pretty healthy. Look at all the theater

groups we have today! I mean back in the 1960s, there was

the Little Theater (Theater Memphis) and Front Street

Theater. That was it! Then in the 1970s along came Circuit

Playhouse, which ultimately became Playhouse on the

Square. Now we‘ve also got Germantown Community

Theater, the Harrell Theater, The Kudzu Players and

TheatreWorks. I mean anybody who has a leaning towards

theater can certainly find a place to express him or herself.

F&F: So, you‘re not retiring anytime soon? Any

more shows scheduled after this?

Fuller: As a matter of fact, I do. I‘m going to be direct—

ing Robber Bridegroom at Theater Memphis next season.

I‘m going through 2004, so far and looking for more work.

F&F: What about acting? You‘re also a much

beloved actor in this city (Scrooge in A Christmas

Carol, the Governor in The Best Little Whorehouse in

Texas and Marcus Lycus in A Funny thing Happened

on the Way to the Forum, to name a few).

Fuller: No, I don‘t have anything lined up. Roles at my

age are not easy to find anymore. When they come along,

though, they‘re great fun. Acting is easy. Directing is not!

F&F: Back to The Fantasticks ... So why should

people come to see this production?

Fuller: Because it‘s going to be good! I‘ve got a won—

derful cast! They‘re as strong vocally as any you‘re likely

to find in this city. Also, I think this show is delightful. If

people haven‘t seen The Fantasticks in many years, this

is an opportunity to come back and take a look at it again.

By the way, you might want to mention, that we are going

to use the "Rape Song" and the "Rape Ballet" in this pro—

duction. Many people get uneasy about this at first, and I

was too, until I read what many theaters use to replace

these numbers ("The Abduction Song") — which I found to

be just awful! The fact that the rape is explained in the

song as an abduction and not as an actual rape made us
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The cast of The Fantasticks at Theatre Memphis

feel better about keeping them in. But this is definitely a

family show, so bring the kids!

Showtimes for The Fantasticks are 7:30 p.m.

Wednesdays and Thursdays; 8 p.m. Fridays and

Saturdays, and 2 p.m. Sundays. Tickets are $25 for adults

and $15 for students with valid ID.

For more information or to make reservations, call the

Theatre Memphis Box Office at (901) 682—8323.

ponomamaitd

Renovation!
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Meet Your

Neighbor

Tim Street

 Name: Tim "Odie" Street

Place where you were born: Memphis

How long have you lived in Memphis: 34 years
Partnership status: married to Byron (Brewer)

Sexual orientation: gay

Occupation: mixologist (Pride‘s 2003 Best Bartender)
Hobbies: being around my lover, my friends and my
two babies — my dogs.

Favorite Food: chili and hotdogs

Favorite Color: yellow

Favorite Animal: dog

Favorite Singer: Linkin Park

Favorite Song: "Crawling" by Linkin Park
Favorite Movie: Gone With The Wind

Favorite Restaurant: Houston‘s

Favorite Drink: Mind Eraser

Favorite Thing About Memphis: The hospitality and
the climate — not too cold and always hot!

Least Favorite Thing About Memphis: Politics, big—
otry and small—mindedness

Finish this phrase: My friends think I am "crazy!"

 

  

WKNO—FM to host Lynne

Rossetto Kasper

WKNO—FM will host Lynne Rossetto Kasper, of "The
Splendid Table" radio show, at two culinary events in
Memphis in June.

Kasper is promi—

nent in the food com—

munity, and her list of

contributors to "The

Splendid Table" is a

veritable who‘s who

of well—known food

authorities. Guests

and —commentators

include Julia Child,

Graham Kerr, Jacque

Pepin, Mario Batali,

Patricia Wells, Jane

and Michael Stern,

David Rosengarten

and Joshua Wesson,

among many others.

"The Splendid

Table" is a nationally—

syndicated public

radio call—in program

devoted to the bounti—

ful world of food, and Lynne Rossetto Kasper
is broadcast cvory

—

Sunday at 10 a.m. on 91.1 WKNO—FM and again at 2 p.m.
on 88.9 WKNA—FM.

Kasper has appeared on "Julia Child‘s Master
Chefs" and has been featured on "Good Morning
America," "The Frugal Gourmet" and in Newsweek,
among numerous additional television programs and
publications.

On Friday, June 27, at 6 p.m., Kasper will join Alyce
Mantia, owner of Mantia‘s Restaurant, for a cooking
class on Northern Italian cuisine, featuring dishes from
Kasper‘s book, The Splendid Table: Recipes from
Emilia—Romagna, the Heartland of Northern Italian
Food. The class will take place at the Viking Culinary
Arts Center. Tickets are $65 per person and seating is
limited.

On Saturday, June 28, from 3 to 5 p.m., at the Bronte
Bistro at Davis—Kidd Booksellers, 387 Perkins Extended
in the Laurelwood Shopping Center, Kasper will partner
with Brewmaster Chuck Skypeck of Bosco‘s Brewery
Company for a beer and cheese tasting. Guests will
sample eight hand—crafted beers, which will be paired
with eight different varieties of cheese. Tickets are $20
per person.

Tickets are available by calling (901) 325—6560. For
more information go online to www.wknofm.org.
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Askthe CIS

Question: What is a living will?

Answer: A living will is a set of instructions explaining a

person‘s wishes about medical care intended to preserve

life. It is used if a patient becomes extremely ill and is

unable to communicate or make decisions. A living will

protects the patient‘s right to accept or refuse medical

care. It also removes the burden for making those deci—

sions from family, friends and doctors.

Many types of medical care should be considered

when preparing a living will. These include the use of

dialysis machines, ventilators, respirators and other

equipment to keep a patient alive. Other issues are tube—

feeding, withholding foods and fluids, the use of CPR

once the heartbeat or breathing stops and organ and tis—

sue donation.

It is important to understand that a decision not to

receive "aggressive" medical treatment (doing everything

possible to preserve life) is not the same as refusing all

care. Even if the treatment goal changes from curing the

disease to making the patient as comfortable as possible,

the patient may still receive antibiotics, food, pain medica—

tion and radiation therapy.

Patients may change their minds and ask to again

receive aggressive treatment. Such a decision may raise

insurance issues that should be discussed with the

patient‘s health care plan. Also, any such change should

be added to the patient‘s living will.

Once a living will has been drawn up, patients may

want to talk about their decisions with the people close to

them. (Contact a lawyer for your state‘s requirements for

a living will, such as if your signature needs to be wit—

nessed and/or notarized and any filing requirements.) It is

a good idea to put the original living will in a safe, acces—

sible place and give copies to the patient‘s doctor, hospi—

tal and next of kin. Patients also may want to keep a card

(with them), stating that they have a living will and where

it can be found.
 

Ask the CIS is distributed by the Cancer Information

Service (CIS) of the Mid—South. The CIS is a program of

the National Cancer Institute. For more information, call

the CIS toll—free at (800) 422—6237 between 9 a.m. and

4:30 p.m. CST.

    

 

 Lookmg for a back issue?
Call (901) 682-2669          
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2651 Union Ave. Extended
Memphis, TN 381
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Question: When should I consider being tested for

HIV? What symptoms should I be looking for?

Answer: First of all, before we discuss symptoms, the

question is, are you engaging in any of the several high—

risk activities that could lead to an infection. These include

men having sex with men (regardless if you are gay, bi or

straight), and/or drug or steroid use, involving the sharing

of needles, syringes, cotton, etc. Lesbians are not

immune from the disease and should also consider being

testing, especially if one of the women is bisexual or has

had sex with a high—risk male in the past.

If the answer is yes, you need to be tested. A list of

agencies providing both blood and the saliva testing

methods are listed below. Some agencies provide the

tests for free and others charge a nominal fee. A home—

based test also is available at some pharmacies or on the

Internet (check out www.discreettest.com; however, be

sure to check to see if the test you order is FDA—approved,

for best results).

Now, back to the question. Signs to look for are a

blotchy red rash that does not itch; headache; aching

muscles; sore throat; swollen lymph glands; diarrhea;

nausea; vomiting; fever, and/or fatigue. These symptoms

mimic the flu. If you have engaged in any of the above

listed high—risk behaviors even six months prior to these

flu—like symptoms, be sure to tell your doctor when you

HIV/AIDS TESTING SITES & INFORMATION

Memphis & Shelby County Health Department

814 Jefferson Avenue, Room 221

7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Monday to Friday

Testing conducted on teens, ages 13 and up,

without parental consent.

HIV Test Cost: FREE

For more information, call (901) 544—6808

 

Memphis Regional Planned Parenthood

1407 Union Avenue, Third Floor

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday—Thursday

8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday

FREE OraSure testing for ages 13—24

Over age 24: $35 blood test » $40 OraSure

For more information, call (901) 544—6808

Friends For Life & The Positive Living Center

1384 Madison Avenue / 1000 South Cooper

Call Friends For Life for dates and times

FREE OraSure e appointments may be required

  For more information, call (901) 272—0855

Agencies provide HIV counseling and testing at various

health fairs and community events throughout the year.
  

 

  

 

visit him/her.

Often, many people ignore the symptoms of

an HIV infection and wait until more severe

symptoms appear before seeking medical attention. The

more severe symptoms may indicate that AIDS has devel—

oped. These include persistent fatigue and tiredness;

swollen lymph glands; fever lasting more than 10 days;

night sweats; unexplained weight loss; purplish spots on

the skin; shortness of breath; severe diarrhea; yeast infec—

tions (including in the mouth, throat ("Thrush") and vagina,

and easy bruising or unexplained bleeding.

Remember, a simple test can ease a lot of anxiety. And

the sooner the HIV virus is detected, the sooner treament

can begin.

AIDS News in Brief

*e According to the April 22 issue of Reuters Health,

AIDS Healthcare Foundation, the largest nongovernmen—

tal provider of health care services for people with

HIV/AIDS in the United States, has filed an amended law—

suit in federal court against GlaxoSmithKline, challenging

the company‘s patents for three top—selling antiretroviral

drugs, Epivir, Retrovir and Ziagen, and questioning the

pricing of the drugs.

* A story in the Virginian—Pilot on April 6 claims adoles—

cent‘s feelings of invincibility are leading to an increase in

new HIV cases in the U.S. At present, one—fourth of all

new cases occur in individuals under the age of 21. Also,

the story said another factor contributing to the rise in ado—

lescent HIV cases was the successful treatment of the

disease with antiretroviral drugs.

* The CDC is recommending that physicians

include HIV in the list of diseases routinely tested for

in newly—pregnant women. And, if the woman refuses,

the CDC recommends her newborn child be checked

for HIV infection.

* An April 18 New York Times story quoted unnamed

researchers who said they had been warned by National

Institutes of Health and CDC officials to avoid the use of

such words as "sex workers," "men who sleep with men,"

"anal sex" and "needle exchange" in their grant applica—

tions to avoid possible "unusual scrutiny" by HHS or mem— .

bers of Congress.

* Actor Danny Glover said AIDS cannot be "dismissed"

as a problem for men who have sex with men, drug users

and Africans. On NPR‘s "Travis Smiley Show," on April 16,

Glover said, "The only way to know if an AIDS vaccine will

work on black people is for black people to be involved

every step of the way. More of us need to speak out about

AIDS, to volunteer, to tell your mayor or even your rela— .

tives to get with the program ..."

 

See AIDS News, page 41
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Get on Your Mark ... Get Set ... BID!

The 16th annual Auction Against AIDS

The swinW'gummm Auclion poi/Lt?

Mark Your Calendars For
Sunday, June 22, at 3 p.m.

Hardin Hall « Memphis Botanic Gardens
$20 General Admission

99

With over 300 items
to bid on, there‘s

"Something For

Every Taste,

Somthing For *A

Every Budect‘? Mosesseteut
tions in Memphis.

The auction is sponsored in part by Rooter Man, The Dabney Nursery,
Agouron Pharmaceuticals, Statscript Pharmacy and R.P, Tracks

Any individual or company wishing to make a donation to the
auction may contact Butch Valentine at Friends For Life (901) 272—0855
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Great things just keep happening at FFL

In April 2003, Friends For Life Corporation, located at
1384 Madison Avenue, received a Ryan White Title
I/VHOPWA Grant in the amount of $768,193 for the 2003—
2004 fiscal year.

"I can‘t tell you how pleased we are at Friends For Life
to receive this money," FFL Executive Director Kim Moss
said. "It will certainly allow us the opportunity to provide
additional, much—needed assistance to those infected and
affected by HIV/AIDS."

Moss said the money is earmarked for the addition of
five outreach case managers (one to the Memphis Health
Center, one to AIDS Virus Awareness and three to FEL,
including one bilingual case manager for outreach to
Latinos), two additional van drivers, one additional van,
additional Food Pantry staff and additional HIV testing.

"The money also will provide technical assistance to
two local agencies serving PWAs (persons with AIDS),"
Moss added.

According to information provided by the Memphis and
Shelby County Health Department, there have been more
than 9,000 cases of HIV/AIDS reported in Shelby County
since 1992, with the highest cases seen in African—
Americans. Last year, Friends For Life, the oldest and
most comprehensive HIV/AIDS service organization in
the Mid—South, served more than 1,400 children, women
and men in an effort to help them live healthier and more
dignified lives.

Friends For Life Corporation has added Ethan Randall
to its team as its Buddy Program director.

A native of Mississippi,

Randall recently relocated

to Memphis from Ohio. He

earned —his bachelor‘s

degree in social science

and his master‘s degree in

administration and supervi—

sion, both from Tennessee

State University.

As FFL‘s Buddy Program

director, Randall will be

responsible for facilitating

public programs, develop—

ment ——of ..the Buddy

Program, budgeting and

linking Buddy Volunteers

with a growing number of

Buddy Clients.

"Initially, my goals are to

 

Ethan Randall

increase the African—American participation of volun—
teers," he said when asked what he hopes to accomplish
in his new role. "Seventy—five percent of the Buddy Clients
requesting services from FFL are African—American, how—
ever, the African—American volunteer rate is about 24 per—

  

cent. |
"We appreciate all our volunteers equally," he contin—

ued. "However, | want to reiterate the seriousness of the
need. I also want to boost the volunteer numbers because
the more volunteers we have, the more people we are ‘
able to serve."

Friends —For —Life
Corporation‘s Feast For
Friends volunteers were
recently honored with a
Spirit of Giving Award
from Volunteer Memphis.

The award was pre—
sented —at —Volunteer
Memphis‘s annual
Volunteer —Recognition
Luncheon, which. was
held April 10 at The
Peabody in Memphis.

This group of volun—
teers was nominated for
the award by Friends For
Life. They were honored
for their dedication and hard work needed to put on the
Feast for Friends dinners for persons infected and affect—
ed by HIV/AIDS. The volunteers serve up a no—cost,
freshly—prepared meal the first and third Mondays of each
monthat St. John‘s United Methodist Church. |

In addition to receiving a beautiful award, the Feast For |
Friends volunteers also received a cash award of $1,000, |
which was used to purchase a new refrigerator for the
Feast For Friends Program.

 

 

 

Friends For Life Volunteer Coordinator and Director of
Outreach Angela Lamb, left, joins Feast For Friends Volunteers
in accepting their award recently.
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AIDS News 

 

from page 38

*e The Washington Times reported on April 25, that a

report published on the USAID website, showed a

"strong association" between circumcision and HIV pro—

tection. Researcher Edward Green said, "

Circumcision also reduces the risk of contracting other

sexually transmitted diseases, is more hygienic and

makes condom use easier."

* Another rapid—HIV antibody test is hitting the mar—

ket. MedMira, of Halifax, Canada, said the FDA

approved the company‘s three—minute test and the

company is rushing to produce 500,000 test kits for the

U.S. market and another 250,000 test kits for the

China market.

Equality TN

plans to host

conference

Gay, lesbian, bisexual and

transgender individuals from

across Tennessee are invited to

Equality Tennessee‘s (EQTN)

first annual statewide GLBT

Leadership Conference on

Friday, June 13, and Saturday,

June 14, in Nashville, Tenn. Two

full days of networking and work—

shops will include EQTN‘s annual

membership dinner, Saturday,

June 14, from 7 to 9 p.m. Both the

conference and dinner will be

held at Jaded Mary‘s, located at

1713 Church Street in Nashville.

"Board members, staff and key

volunteers from Tennessee GLBT

organizations and businesses are

encouraged to attend," said EQTN

Executive Director Paul Clere.

"Equality Tennessee" is the

theme for the conference.

Workshop topics include commu—

nity and media relations; strategic

board development; fundraising

for GLBT organizations; GLBT

grassroots organizing; celebrat—

ing Pride, and a closer examina—

tion of the subcultures that define

the GLBT community.

call Wes at

* OPEN ONLYTO

Friends For Life isfunded in part by the United
Way ofthe Mid—South and The City ofMemphis

See Equality TN, page 42
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and enjoy a cup of coffee

For more info,

(901) 272—0855

HIV—POSITIVEFOLKS
AND THEIR PARTNERS

* A new female contraceptive device, FemCap, could —

protect against HIV and other STDs if used in conjunc—

tion with a microbicide. Dr. Deborah Anderson, associ—

ate professor at Harvard University Medical School,

said the cervix is the main entry point into a woman‘s

body for HIV. The FemCap, which comes in three sizes,

can be reused for two years, costs approximately $2

per month, and completely covers the cervix, prevent—

ing pregnancy.

e William Jenigen, 36, of South Dakota, was sen—

tenced to 45 days in jail and five years probation for

engaging in sexual acts without disclosing his HIV sta—

tus to his partners, according to the Aberdeen American

News, March 26.

For more news on HIV/AIDS, go online to www.kaiser—

network.org.

Every 2"" & 4" Monday, from 5

to 8 p.m., folks who are HIV—

positive* can gather to socialize

«C

aVva.,>

Cabana

2170 Young Avenue

cooper—young‘s coffee house

 

 

 



‘Breaking Ground‘ to be staged May 16—25

More than 20 modern dancers, six choreographers and
a host of live musicians will present "Breaking Ground," a
collaborative concert coordinated by Breeding Ground, a
new dance organization developed to nurture the art form
in the Memphis area. The show will be staged May 16 to
25 at TheatreWorks, 2085 Monroe.

This production consists of seven new works by six
local choreographers. It is the culmination of Breeding
Ground‘s seven—month choreography workshop, which
was created to help modern dance choreographers devel—
op a clearer understanding of their own creative process.

All the pieces will be performed to live music and will be
woven together with video footage gathered during the
choreographic process introducing the choreographers‘
ideas about dance—making to the audience. As well, the
audience will be further invited into the dance through the
seating arrangement. The curtains will be removed and
the audience will be seated on three sides of the stage
with dancers moving behind them and between them to
enter and exit the space.

Breeding Ground is an emerging non—profit organization
whose mission is to nurture dance in Memphis. The collec—
tive pursues this mission by providing the space and
resources through which dance is learned, taught, explored
and presented. Breeding Ground exists for the whole com—

   

It‘s been said that we are crazy at Prescott, because
of the stances we take and our proud tradition

of welcoming everyone, regardless of race, sexual, or
political orientation. It‘s been said that Jesus was crazy too and

we always try to do our very best to follow Him.
If you‘ve been looking for a church that‘s radically different,

with an active mission to explore compassion, peace, justice
and the love of Christ, come see what all the craziness is about!

Rev. MarthoBrokat, Pt

499 Patterson St. at Mynders,
across from U of M

9:30 Sunday School 10:45 Worship
901—327—8479

www.prescottchurch.org

 

    

    

    

 

  

  

  

 

 

munity and is committed to making dance accessible to all.
Showtimes for "Breaking Ground" are Fridays and

Saturdays, May 16, 17, 23 & 24, at 8 p.m. and Sundays,
May 18 and 25, at 2 p.m. Tickets, available for a $10 dona—
tion, are available in advance by calling (901) 413—4808.

For more information, go online to www.breeding—
ground.org.

Equality TN

from page 41

Conference registration is $75 per person and includes
a continental breakfast, lunch and an afternoon snack both
days. Tickets for the annual dinner are $50 per person.
Attendance to each is limited to the first 100 individuals.
A registration form is available online at www.equali—

tytennessee.org. Or provide the following information:
Name, mailing address, city, state, zip code, phone num—
ber and E—mail address. Send the registration information,
along with a check or money order, payable to Equality
Tennessee, to Equality Tennessee, P.O. Box 330965,
Nashville, TN 37203. Contact Clere for special diet needs.
EQTN is a statewide, non—profit organization that rep—

resents the nine percent of adult Tennesseeans who iden—
tify as being GLBT. The mission of EQTN is to promote
Equality and, through education, to help bring about an
end to harassment and discrimination.

For more information, go online to www.equalityten—
nessee.org or Email paulclere@comcast.net.

Sowell & Company Realtors

  

Steve Solomon

.

Resemmysioos Randy Wilder Chris Wilson

 
 

Visit Us at http//sowellandco.com 
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Hours

#4 Davs

A Wee!

Join Us Monpay

Mary 2 6"

On THe PaTIO

FROM 2 P.M. TO 4 P.M.
 

EVERY SATURDAY & SUNDAY IN MAY

We Offer FREE LUNCH to

Our Customers! « WWZ

Come Join Us Each Weekend in May!

THE FRIENDLIEST BARTENDERS IN TOWN
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Letter to the Editor:

1 read with interest your article

about the new gay winery, Rainbow Ridge. When it‘s

Alicante Bouchet is available in Memphis, I‘ll be sure to try

it. Considering the awards it has achieved, the wine must

be very good.

Juxtaposed with the article was a letter from the head

of MKMU (The Mystic Krewe of Memphis United). I am

confident that the new winery does not ferment its wine

from the same sour grapes.

—Jimmy Easter

 

 

As other denominations

tell you, "No,"

we continue to proclaim

a joyous "YES!"

First Congregational

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

An Open andAffirming Church

welcoming all the children ofGod

into a community offaith and Spirit!

 

We‘re in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!

1000 South Cooper

Worship at 10:30 on Sunday mornings

www.firstcongo.com
 

 

Dear Editor,

After going over last (month‘s) issue, | was honestly

annoyed, hurt and frankly pissed off by the war coverage.

Especially, the op—ed by Jody "I Think—Therefore—My—

Head—Hurts" Renaldo. &

It is truly pathetic to see that while the U.S. is invading

a nation and plundering its resources all that the sup—

posed GLBT leadership can do is continue to worry about

‘Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell." People are being murdered and

(Renaldo) writes about how unfair life is for gays. It was in

extremely poor taste, not to mention inaccurate. Anyway,

I‘m going to stop now, cause it‘s pissing me off again.

—Robert W.

cau.

winner of the Back In Black Leather contest, Chris

Eck, left, smiles for the camera with Pumping Station

owner Steve Murphy. The contest was sponsored by

Family & Friends Magazine; DV8 Travel, The Pumping

_ Station, International Mr. Leather and The Chicago Hilton.

 

 

 

meridian

MELIA

You wouldn‘t operate your business without a phone.
Why are you doing it without a web site?
Your competition has one. Why don‘t you?

Design, hosting, administration — we do it all and have been since
1994. We provide web services that won‘t break the bank!

www.MeridianMG.net — (601) 936—7650

Contact Us Today!
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Quote/Unouore
_

"Gays are gay by the will of God. God does

not produce faulty parts. God is not Fiat."

—Roman Catholic Fr. Franco Barbero

of Pinerolo, Italy, who was defrocked by Pope John

Paul II March 13 for marrying gay couples.

"No. Unfortunately, not."

—Actor Ewan McGregor asked by Out magazine,

April issue, if he ever had sex with a man.

"I didn‘t really have a problem there (with the explicit

sex scenes) because | had a really good comfort level

with Michelle (Clunie) and we supported each other that

way. Plus, I‘ve got to say that I‘ve done a few sex scenes

with men before and it‘s actually much less harrowing with

women. | guess because — well, of course, there‘s a famil—

larity, a certain common knowledge because you‘re the

same sex; but it‘s not as nerve—wracking or tough."

—Thea Gill, Lindsay on "Queer As Folk," to the

Sydney, Australia, gay newspaper SX, Feb. 27.

"We have a Republican bigot in the White House, and

I still don‘t feel a tidal wave of antigay sentiment. | feel as

though that tide has turned and we are now in much more

danger of harming ourselves. A lot of people have under—

estimated the general population‘s willingness to be

accepting, and we (gay people) need to stop apologizing

for ourselves."

—Peter Paige, Emmett on Showtime‘s "Queer As

Folk," to The Advocate, April 15.

"There are moments in my life when | become acutely

aware of just how gay | am. One occurred during Cher‘s

farewell appearance at the Staples Center. It happened

the minute she made her entrance, standing on top of a

huge chandelier being lowered from the ceiling. When I

saw her, a massive, involuntary scream escaped my tiny

Asian body, so loud and sustained that even the ushers

were horrified."

—Actor Alec Mapa writing in The Advocate,

April 15.

"I absolutely believe that sexuality is a continuum, and

further, that my homosexuality resembles no one else‘s;

that, in fact, everyone‘s sexuality is his or her own, and

resembles nothing so much as itself. | feel it‘s one of the

jobs of novelists to try to help complicate our sense of

human sexuality — to write according to the notion that the

fact that someone is ‘gay,‘ ‘straight‘ or ‘bisexual‘ tells you

almost nothing useful or meaningful about the person in

question."

—Michael Cunningham, author of The Hours, to the

Tacoma (Wash.) News Tribune, April 6.

"When they kissed, I got such a boner!"
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By REX WOCKNER
   

—Comedian Margaret Cho on the male—male—

female sex scene in the Mexican film Y Tu Mama

Tambien, to Girlfriends magazine, April issue.

"Recording with Tony (Bennett) has completely

changed — my approach to recording forever will be dif—

ferent. I can‘t do this thing where you do the beds first and

then you‘re stuck in a room by yourself and everyone‘s

staring at you and you have to do your vocals. It‘s just so

not my style. | have to sing with the musicians while it‘s

going down. And I don‘t think I‘ll ever return to that sterile

way of recording."

—k.d. lang to National Public Radio, April 15.

Bennett and lang have a new album out together,

called A Wonderful World.

"The politicized left is adrift and stalled on the biggies

(gay and lesbian marriage, adoption, military, Boy Scouts,

etc.) while gay neocons keep insisting the civil rights

movement is cooked and ready to serve. Every few

months there‘s another academic conference on subjects

like ‘gay shame‘ and ‘gay identity.‘ Social linguists right

now are obsessed with the genetic and/or cultural origins

of ‘gay accent‘ (or ‘GA), the noticeable lilt in many gay

men‘s voices that can be detected across languages, eth—

nicities and continents. Reality television and news pro—

grams have been a boon to GA research, because televi—

sion‘s nonfictional gay men are detectably gay, whether

the man is out or not."

—Washington Post writer Hank Stuever, April 19.

"Did he sleep with another man? | would say, yes. Look

to where it matters: his work, where Shakespeare certain—

ly writes about gay people. One part which I want to play

is Antonio in The Merchant of Venice. His first line is: ‘In

sooth, I know not why I am so sad.‘ The audience knows

that its because his boyfriend has come to him to borrow

money to get married."

—Actor Sir Ilan McKellen on Shakespeare, to The

Australian, April 22.

"I live my life the way | want to live it. | am certainly not

going to modify my life just to suit the paparazzi."

—Actress Portia de Rossi, who played Nelle on

"Ally McBeal," on being outed by tabloid photogra—

phers, to Australia‘s Melbourne Herald Sun, April

24. De Rossi was photographed kissing her girl—

friend, Francesca Gregorini, who is Ringo Starr‘s

stepdaughter.
 

Quotes compiledbyRex Wockner, who has reported news for

the gay press since 1985. His work has appeared in more than

200 gay publications. He has a B.A. in joumalism from Drake

University, started his career as a radio reporter and has written

extensively for the mainstream media, as well.

 

 



 

  

  

 

 

   

    

 

   

 
  

MUSICAL COMEDY

Purchase Tickets at the Box Office, the Orpheum counter at Davis—Kidd

all TicketMaster Ganters including all Schnucks markets

e: 901—525—30 } iP
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Women In Harmony scheduled for July 11

Whether you‘re a shower singer or a full—time musician,

you‘ll enjoy the community at Women in Harmony! Held

Friday to Sunday, July 11 to 13, at Camp Pleiades in the

mountains near Asheville, N.C., this event offers a fun and

supportive atmosphere for women of all musical abilities.

It is organized by nationally—touring lesbian musicians

FaFpublisher, editor

named among 50 Women

Who Make A Difference

Family & Friends Magazine‘s Publisher Patricia Pair

and Managing Editor Anita Moyt were nominated for one

of the 2003 "50 Women Who Make a Difference" awards,

by Memphis Woman magazine.

"This is the 7th year this

very distinguished award

has been given to women

in the Memphis area for the

difference they are making

in the community," wrote

Memphis Woman

Publisher/Editor Lisa

Houston Montgomery in an

email April 16. "You should

be very proud and honored

Patty Pair & Anita Moyt that you were nominated

ond your nomination made

the final selection."

"It seems rather poetic that my partner, Anita, and I

have been nominated for one of the ‘50 Women Who

Make A Difference," Pair said. "The reason | say this is

because, as I understand it, we were nominated because

of the difference we have made in the GLBT community

by publishing Family & Friends.

"The fact that two lesbians can be nominated for such

an honor in Memphis shows us two things," Pair contin—

ued. "One, that we have made a difference in the area of

acceptance, and two, that Lisa (Montgomery) has made a

significant difference herself by taking such a brave and

giant step outside her box by allowing us to be nominat—

ed. This honor isn‘t just for Anita and me, it‘s for the entire

Memphis and Mid—South GLBT community. Baby steps ...

it takes baby steps."

Moyt echoed Pair‘s sentiments.

"I do feel very honored to be nominated for this award,"

Moyt said. "It is truly a blessing."

Pair and Moyt will be included in the "50 Women Who

Make a Difference in Memphis" feature in the June/July

issue of Memphis Woman. All nominees will be honored

at a recognition dinner on Monday, Aug. 25.
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Jamie Anderson and Elaine Townsend.

Women in Harmony isn‘t your ordinary music event —

it‘s like scout camp for adults. The focus is not in being

audience members and watching others make music — we

are the music! There‘ll be workshops (songwriting, guitar,

drum, harmony singing and others), song circles and jam

sessions for beginners through intermediate players and

singers. Youll get delicious meals and a furnished cabin

room or a camping spot. The camp is forested with a pond

for swimming and lots of places to relax.

Anderson has taught songwriting and other music

courses at Duke, Judy Fjell‘s Women Making Music, the

National Women‘s Music Festival, the Michigan Women‘s

Music Festival and at art centers and festivals all over the

U.S. She has a chapter in Songwriting and the Guitar,

published by Acoustic Guitar magazine. Anderson also

has penned several articles for Acoustic Guitar.

Townsend is an accomplished guitarist and songwriter

who has taught and performed across the U.S.

Cost is $275 per person if paid by May 13. After that

date, the cost is $350 per person, which includes all camp

programs, housing and food.

For more details, as well as a registration form, go

online to www.jamieanderson.com.

  

 

Lavender Moo

a Lesblan Literary Readsreoron

Accepfing submissions from

lesbians of shor} sfories, pogry

personal essays and erofica.

Submission guidelines on the Web site at
www.lavendermoon.net or write:
Publisher, Lavender Moon

P.O. Box 162
Snellville, GA 30078—0162

ATTN: Guidelines

 

 



  

You‘re freaking us out

With all the well—deserved hoopla surrounding Sen.
Rick Santorum‘s comments to the Associated Press link—
ing homosexuality with bigamy, incest and even bestiality
(prompting the AP reporter to state, "I‘m sorry, I didn‘t think
I was going to talk about ‘man on dog‘ with a United States
Senator, it‘s sort of freaking me out.") I decided to take a
look back at an article Santorum wrote last year that offers
some "insight" into his recent comments.

Writing for Catholic Online in July 2002, Santorum
blamed the sexual abuse scandal in the Catholic Church
on "cultural liberalism" and called for "a new evangeliza—
tion of America."

"The most obvious change must occur within
American seminaries," Santorum wrote, "many of which
demonstrate the same brand of cultural liberalism plagu—
ing our secular universities. ... It is startling that those in
the media and academia appear most disturbed by this
aberrant behavior, since they have zealously promoted
moral relativism by sanctioning ‘private‘ moral matters
such as alternative lifestyles. Priests, like all of us, are
affected by culture. When the culture is sick, every ele—
ment in it becomes infected. While it is no excuse for this
scandal, it is no surprise that Boston, a seat of academ—
ic, political and cultural liberalism in America, lies at the
center of the storm."

Santorum, whose quick rise to power has landed him
in the Senate Republican leadership‘s No. 3 position,
should know better than to point a finger at the illusion—
ary liberal "Democratic" bogeyman. He is, after all, a
disciple of Newt Gingrich (that grand role model of GOP
moral relativism and hypocrisy), who regularly saw his
Grand Hypocrisy Party "morality" grandstanding back—
fire on him.

Think back to 1994, when Gingrich went after so—called
"liberal Democratic cultural values" in the wake of Susan
Smith‘s horrifying drowning of her two young sons in a

11

Equality Mississippi

Mississippi‘s definitive statewide

LGBT civil rights organization

Gay? Lesbian? Bisexual?

IN MISSISSIPPI?

We‘re here tool!

www.EqualityMS.org

South Carolina lake. Gingrich was quick to blame the

heinous crime on a Democrat—led breakdown of society,
declaring, "How a mother can kill her two children, 14

months and three years, in hopes that her boyfriend would

like her is just a sign of how sick the system is, and I think
people want to change. The only way you get change is to

vote Republican."

Just one problem for Newt‘s "liberal" bashing hypocrisy:
The most important contributing factor to Smith‘s psycho—
logical scarring was the sexual abuse she received for
years at the hands of her stepfather, who was a key oper—
ative in the South Carolina Republican Party.

According to South Carolina press reports at the
time, "(Smith) detailed one incident at about 5 a.m. one
March morning when she woke up to find Russell (her
stepfather) standing over her. Russell, a Christian
Coalition member, had been out putting up campaign
posters for presidential candidate Pat Robertson, the
televangelist who founded the Christian Coalition. Smith
said he kissed her and then took her hand, thinking
(she) was asleep, and put her hand on his genitals and
kissed her again."

Ah, yes, a Grand Old Party poobah sexually abused his
stepdaughter, which left her such a psychological basket
case that she ended up killing her kids — and Newt

Gingrich blamed it on the Democrats.

So, Rick "Man/Dog" Santorum might learn a lesson
from his former mentor‘s Republican "morality" comrade
in South Carolina, except Republicans never do. They are
all repressed about one thing or another. In fact, the only
thing they aren‘t repressed about is hypocrisy about their
own behavior.

So, when will Republicans stop pointing fingers and
start realizing that "moral relativism" was invented and
patented by the hypocritical behavior of the
Republican Party? Probably never. Come to think of it,
the outcome of any self—analysis would probably freak
them out.

I mean, any senator who likes to talk to an Associated
Press reporter about man/dog sex ... Well, let‘s just say, 1
would keep my dogs away from that senator.

Note: | was mighty amazed to learn that Orrin Hatch
apparently "took offense" at Santorum‘s lumping
polygamy together with homosexual acts as examples
of immorality that the government should prohibit. The
polygamists he knows are fine upstanding people, and
he isn‘t aware of any "forced" polygamy marriages of
girls in their early teens. No, | am not making this up!
Just when you think they they can‘t get any creepier,
they do.

 

 

 

(Editor‘s Note: This is an editorial/opinion piece. The
views expressed by the author of this editorial are not nec—
essarily those of Family & Friends Magazine.)
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GoodNews!

from your Friends at

Brouwer floperties

We have the right apartment for you!

We manage a wide variety of buildings
throughout the Midtown area. We value our
tenants and offer great places to live. 

Let us help you find a new home

this month...

  
  

Apartments available for
immediate move—in

   

  

  

  

  

— Studios, one and two—bedroom
I — Clean, spacious and well—kept .

— Great neighborhoods
 

Call now and ask about our
Move Specials.

 

For more information, contact

Dane Barker
Brouwer Properties

901.650.1730
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From the recent deaths of three prominent

hassue GLBT citizens to our cover story, which traces

the transition of rock star John DeGroff of Petra to his post

as board chair of Equality Tennessee, this issue is cer—

tainly about remembering times past and looking forward

to the future.

Another example is that of the Vincent Astor Archives,

which will open at the Memphis Gay & Lesbian

Community Center. Astor, a long—standing member of the

Memphis GLBT community, has done a superb job of

keeping track of our history. Now, there will be a place for

future generations to see the evolution of the Memphis

GLBT community.

On page 62, you will find a Family Album, which is ded—

icated solely to "The Way We Were." This came about as

we were sifting through the photo archives we keep

around here. Every time we do it, we find ourselves

oohing and ahhing over the memories these photographs

bring back. We hope you will enjoy them, too.

But perhaps the greatest example of times past and

new beginnings, which, afterall, is what spring is about

anyway, deals with Mardi Gras and those who celebrate it.

In February, the Mystic Krewe of Memphis United held

its annual Mardi Gras Ball. As always, we were invited to

attend and did so with great excitement because this year,

we attended the ball in a very different capacity than in

previous years. This year we were truly invited guests of

the Krewe‘s founder, Linda Jones.

In years past, we have attended and been involved with

the Krewe‘s ball in different and varying capacities, which

have included everything from being the author of the

script (two years) and putting together the official program

(three years) to being the "official photographer" one year.

But, this year was to be different. We were asked to

attend the ball, not in an official journalistic capacity, but

as true guests. We even made sure we weren‘t going to

be expected to wear the camera like we would wear our

Mardi Gras beads. We were told, by our host and the

Krewe‘s founder, we could take pictures if we wanted to,

but that we were not "expected" to. This turned out to be

a good thing because we were not seated on the aisle, as

in years past, which would have made it difficult, if not

impossible, to get any really good shots, not to mention

the video production company‘s lights were right in our

face most of the time.

So, we drank, chatted with folks and truly had a great

time, without having to worry about the script, the pro—

grams or the camera. We actually thought it was a nice

gesture and we really enjoyed the evening.

Then, we got "the letter." Anyone who read it in last

month‘s magazine knows what we are talking about.

Because we have a policy of always trying to run letters to

the editor, especially those that criticize us, we ran it.

The letter was from Shayne B. Rachels, the then pres—

ident of the Mystic Krewe of Memphis United, whose wife,

Becky, we want to point out, was crowned as the 2003

queen at the ball.

In his letter, Rachels expressed his "disappointment"

with our coverage of this year‘s Mardi Gras ball, citing the

only mention of the event was one paragraph in the

Bulletin. He also noted a page of photos he described as

"largely unremarkable."

His letter went on to say that the Krewe is a local organ—

ization "dedicated to the unification of people from every

race, social status and sexual orientation for the better—

ment of the community."

And, he further stated, "Your lack of coverage is espe—

cially disappointing in light of the awards and recognition

that the Krewe gave that night to B.J. Hefner, Peter Wade

and Holy Trinity Community Church ..."

For starters, Mr. Rachels, we have never written stories

on the recipients of these awards, even when we were

honored with such an award a couple of years ago. | can

assure you that if our award had not been given to us

solely by the late Barbara Baker, you would have received

it back, C.O.D. (which is what several people in the com—

munity suggested we do with it; other suggestions cannot

be printed here).

As for the photos, that has already been explained. The

majority of the photos we ran in the April 2003 issue were

not taken by us.

At any rate, it has been alleged that Rachels‘s letter

was one of the major catalysts to the formation of the new

Mystic Krewe of Pegasus Memphis, a Memphis Mardi

Gras Krewe, "dedicated to unity and diversity for charity."

According to Mystic Krewe of Memphis United Founder

Jones, Rachels; his wife, Becky (this year‘s queen);

Robert Bailes (this year‘s king); Alison Tate; Ed Rachels;

Bill Zachery, and others have officially resigned from the

Mystic Krewe of MU. Apparently, some of them are behind

the creation of this new Krewe, as the press release for

Pegasus came from Rachels.

"Many of our members are former members of

Memphis United," he said. "We are extremely proud of our

record of service with that Krewe. We just felt we were lim—

ited by its organizational structure, and that Memphis

United has grown and accomplished about all it could

under its current structure. There was a feeling among us

that such a group could accomplish so much more. We

felt the best way to do this was to start a new Krewe."

We wish the Mystic Krewe of Pegasus well, but we

believe its founding members may still have a thing or two

to learn about media relations.
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Don‘t ask, don‘t tell and don‘t receive any help. This is

the dilemma facing thousands of gay and lesbian military

spouses and partners, due to the military‘s "Don‘t Ask,

Don‘t Tell" policy.

It‘s an issue that‘s being addressed by Metropolitan

Community Churches, a Christian denomination with a

positive outreach to gays and lesbians, and which has

46,000 members and adherents in 300 local congrega—

tons in 22 countries.

Thousands of partners of gay and lesbian military per—

sonnel are denied access to support services provided to

heterosexual spouses. Across the United States, civic

groups, government programs, mainline churches and

non—profit organizations are providing a range of services

and support for husbands and wives of heterosexual mil—

itary personnel.

"Partners of gay and lesbian military people are an

invisible group in our society," said Rev. Troy D. Perry,

founder and Moderator of Metropolitan Community

Churches. "Due to the military‘s unjust treatment of its gay

and lesbian servicemembers, too many GLBT partners

have been left without the support and services provided

to their straight counterparts.

"Despite the promise of our nation‘s creeds," Perry

continued, "there is no equality accorded to gay and les—
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bian servicemembers or their partners and spouses. This

has a very real impact — a harmful, hurtful impact — on

these gay and lesbian families who are making incredible

sacrifices for their country."

Almost 250 Metropolitan Community Churches across

the U.S. are responding to these needs by offering sup—

port groups, pastoral counseling, prayer teams, trans—

portation and home—cooked meals. MCC has teamed with

the Servicemembers Legal Defense Network to address

See Don‘t ask, page 52

 

  

The newest rage in meeting new

people catered to the GLBT community

May 6th, 2003 » 7:00 — 9:30 pm

 

 

e Free Groom‘s

Tuxedo Program

e Over 100 Styles

Available

e Discounts on

Invitations

e Open Evenings

and Sundays

e Best Place in

Town ...

Guaranteed!

www.americantuxedos.com

* 4730 Riverdale

(across from Wal—Mart)

901—753—8897 901—761—2848

  

4722 Poplar Avenue

(next to Sekisui)

   

 

 



 

   

   

    

  

Living Word

Christian Church

A Powerful Place to Belong...

| A place to relate, a place to

grow, a place where you

can build relationships that

last a lifetime...a powerful

place to belong,

2489 Broad Avenue

Memphis, TN 381 12

901—452—6272

(Adjacent to the Post Office)

     

 

Services:

Sunday 1OAM and 6PM

also Wednesday at 7ZPM

Pastor Kyle Dearen

  

BOGIE‘S

DELICATESSEN

2098 LaSalle

Memphis, TN 38104

(901) 272—0022

Featuring Boar‘s Head meats & cheeses

7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday — Friday

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday

 

SLDN releases ‘Survival Guide‘

Servicemembers Legal Defense Network (SLDN) has

released an updated edition of its "Survival Guide," a com—

prehensive legal guide about the military‘s "Don‘t Ask,

Don‘t Tell" policy. The guide answers frequently asked

questions about the military‘s gay ban, including informa—

tion on coming out, reporting harassment, investigations

and discharge. The revised guide also includes informa—

tion for HIV—positive and transgender military personnel,

as well as information on veterans‘ benefits.

"The ‘Survival Guide‘ is the only publication that

explains the military‘s gay ban in simple, straight—froward

terms," said SLDN Executive Director C. Dixon Osburn.

"Since its original publication, the guide has been relied

upon by service members, commanders and attorneys

working with ‘Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell.‘ This new edition con—

tains important guidance for service members, including

new information reflecting anti—harassment programs

SLDN helped to usher in at the Department of Defense."

SLDN cautioned, however, that the guide should not be

used as a substitute for legal advice from an attorney.

"Any service member targeted under ‘Don‘t Ask, Don‘t

Tell,‘ or who is considering coming out or reporting harass—

ment to their command should contact SLDN for legal

counsel specific to the circumstances of their case,"

Osburn said. "While the ‘Survival Guide‘ includes basic

information about the military‘s policies, each service

member‘s case is unique."

Copies of the guide are available for download at

www.sldn.org, or by emailing legal@sldn.org. Service

members may also contact SLDN for free, confidential

legal counseling by calling (202) 328—FAIR or emailing

legal@sldn.org.

SLDN is a national, non—profit legal services, watchdog

and policy organization dedicated to ending discrimination

against and harassment of military personnel affected by

"Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" and related forms of intolerance.

Don‘t ask

from page 51

the needs of GLBT families of military personnel.

Rev. Perry, himself a veteran of the U.S. Army, again

this week called for a change in military policy that will

allow gays and lesbians to serve openly.

"This war has brought to light an extremely important

issue facing gays and lesbians," Perry said. "A nation that

allows closeted gays and lesbians to fight for its freedom,

and to risk death and injury, while denying their families

any kind of help, has not achieved fairness or justice. Until

our government will address these needs, I am calling on

all churches and all people of goodwill to respond to the

needs of our nation‘s gay and lesbian military personnel

and their partners."

For more information, go online to www.MCCchurch.org.
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We finally got curious enough to wan—

der into to The Glass Onion Bar and Grill

one day this past month for lunch. We had

heard lots of things about the place (most—

ly questions about the owners‘ sexual ori—

entation), one of which was that Chris

Miller‘s nephew was the chef.

While we still aren‘t sure on the own:—

ers‘ sexual preferences, one of the own—

ers, Brent Matseas, was happy to tell us that Miller‘s

nephew, Zach Miller, did, indeed, create the menu

served at The Glass Onion.

Located at 903 South Cooper, The Glass Onion is

owned by Matseas, Steve Parkinson and Bill Murray, no,

not the actor.

According to a recent article published in the

Lamplighter, when the owners couldn‘t decide on what to

call the new restaurant and bar, "all being Beatles fans,

they pulled out their favorite album — The White Album —

and chose the song they most relate to. The Glass Onion

was born."

Now that you know the story behind the name, the next

logical question is, "What about the food?"

To be honest, and you wouldn‘t really want us to be
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anything but, the food was, well, a bit

too much on the gourmet side for us,

although, perhaps just right for the

Cooper—Young district.

For lunch we chose the Smoked

Gouda Cheeseburger and a smoked

turkey BLT sandwich. The latter was

described as, "Okay, but not the best

I‘ve tasted," by our dining companion.

The cheeseburger, on the other hand, is best

described as "different." The burger itself was extremely

tasty, but the different cheese, which wasn‘t melted at all,

left a lot to be desired. And, the menu does say it comes

with "all the fixin‘s," but we prefer our tomatoes sliced and

raw, not stewed.

The service was a bit slow, but the place has an atmosphere

all its own with no hint of its former resident, Lilly‘s DimSum and

ThenSome. The beautiful bar is a welcome addition.

Realizing not all of us have the same tastes, here‘s a

sampling of The Glass Onion‘s menu. Stop by and decide

for yourself.

Appetizers include The Glass Onion‘s version of

bruschetta with oven—roasted garlic and herbed tomatoes;

yellow curried chicken Thai sticks; coconut—battered

shrimp; spicy hot wings; onion—stuffed phyllo pastries

served with a sherry/shallot glaze; tempura—battered

shrimp, and fried ravioli.

Featured salads include a traditional Caesar; a Greek

salad with feta cheese, kalamata olives, green bell pep—

pers and pecans, and an Italian salad with prosciutto and

anchovies. Chicken or shrimp can be added to any salad

for an additional fee.

The Glass Onion entrees include Tasso—stuffed

shrimp with Gouda grits and a fresh herb—roasted gar—

lic cream sauce; chicken breast marinated in beet juice,

pan—seared and served over Thai curry risotto with a

mint yogurt; peanut butter pork chops served with a

spicy apply slaw and sweet cinnamon—grilled banana;

fried eggplant parmesan; home—made spicy meatballs

with a Bolognese meat sauce tossed in perciatelli

pasta; three—cheese stuffed ravioli; seasoned chicken

breast sauteed with fresh tomatoes and pecans tossed

in a pesto cream sauce with penne pasta; Thai shrimp

salad with a lemongrass and coriander vinaigrette;

Caribbean jerk chicken breast grilled and served with a

cranberry and red onion relish and seasoned shoe—

string potatoes, and the restaurant‘s signature dish,

Brent‘s peel and eat shrimp, which is sold by the quar—

ter— or half—pound, cooked in a Greek—seasoned boil,

drizzled with olive oil and topped with feta cheese and

fresh herbs.

The Glass Onion is open from 11 a.m. to 3 a.m., seven

days a week and also offers a full—service bar, including its

signature Glass Onion martini.

©N
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Equality Mississippi sets forth ‘Free To Be‘ —

Equality Mississippi (EQMS), Mississippi‘s statewide

gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender equal rights advo—

cate organization, has set forth its five—year educational

and promotional project, "Free to Be!"

"Because our state is such a rural state, we have

learned that GLBT Mississippians in  small—town

Mississippi have no idea that we exist," said EQMS

Executive Director Jody Renaldo. "The people that do

know about us, only know so in name and aren‘t really

familiar with our mission or the work we do. Aside from the

Jackson Metro area and the Gulf Coast, the towns and

cities in Mississippi are very small. It‘s a hard life in small—

town Mississippi if you are lesbian or gay. The 2000 cen—

sus counted more than 4,000 gay or lesbian couples liv—

ing together in Mississippi. A large number of these cou—

ples live in small—town Mississippi.

"The ‘Free to Be!‘ project is designed to promote

Equality Mississippi but also is the main tool in our edu—

cational efforts in the state for the next five years,"

Renaldo continued. "By getting out to remote parts of the

state, we‘re able to put a human face on the GLBT equal

rights movement in Mississippi. There are so many mis—

conceptions that need to be corrected. It all comes down

to realistic education about issues that affect GLBT peo—

ple. This is a way for us to be one—on—one with GLBT

Mississippians and encourage them to not live in hiding

and fear in their town or city; to let them know that they

 

really are ‘free to be‘ themselves. This is a way for us to

be one—on—one with straight Mississippians. The educa—

tional aspect of this project for straight Mississippians is of

great importance to equality becoming a reality in the

state. Our heterosexual friends need to know the truth

about GLBT people and the lives that we live rather than

just taking their preacher‘s word for it."

The "Free to Be!" project will take Renaldo and other

staff members of EQMS around the state with participa—

tion in events that occur annually.

"There are all kinds of events that we will be a part of,"

Renaldo said, "from Mardi Gras on the Gulf Coast to the

Red and Blue football game at the University of

Mississippi to the St. Patrick‘s Day parade in Jackson, to

the Neshoba County Fair in Philadelphia. The opportuni—

ties are out there for this project and all we have to do is

show up."

Other activities of the "Free to Be!" project around the

state include holding town hall meetings; law enforcement

diversity training; diversity training on university and com—

munity college campuses, and equality campaigning visits

to Mississippi‘s school district offices, major employers

and elected officials.

The projected budget for the "Free to Be!" project is

$75,000 for the first year and $25,000 for each of the four

remaining years of the project.

"The startup expenses for the project are higher than

the sustaining expenses," Renaldo said. "We are looking

to purchase a new mini van or environmentally and eco—

nomically sound SUV such as the Saturn VUE. That is the

bulk of the cost. Then there are the costs of having the

vehicle project graphics designed and installed, project

materials such as handouts and promotional items, gas,

vehicle maintenance and a mobile presentation system on

board the vehicle so we can have viewings of our public

service announcments at events we attend."

EQMS has begun efforts to raise the money needed for

the project by applying for foundation grants, as well as

soliciting its membership for contributions towards the

project. Anyone that would like to make a contribution

towards the project should contact EQMS at (601) 936—

7673 or go online to www.equalityms.org.

"Oh, definitely, we need all the help we can get,"

Renaldo concluded. "We can‘t rely just on our friends at

the varied foundations. The economy is in shambles and

their money is tight, just like everyone else‘s. If 5,000

people sent one dollar, that‘s $5,000 closer to the project

becoming reality. I‘m never too ashamed to beg for

money when it comes to bringing equality for GLBT

Mississippians to reality! I‘m excited about this project.

I‘m ready to get out and roam the backroads and high—

ways of Mississippi spreading the word of GLBT equali—

ty. This project amounts to equality on wheels and we‘re

ready to roll!"
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AUGUST oren to

FRIDAY

August 8, 9 p.m. until 3 a.m. at The Ramada Inn

Enjoy the moves of male dancers from across the United

| | States. Special Guest: Adult film star J.C. CARTER,

BAM and others will be in tha house!

PLENTY OF FOOD AND DRINKS FOR ALL!!

SATURDAY

August 9, 10 p.m. until ?

The Official "NO HOLDS BARRED" Birthday Bash at

The Premiere Palace, 629 Monroe Avenue in Memphis.

Two levels of dancing and food and drinks and more of

your favorite adult movie stars in tha house!

Special Guest DJ from New York will keep tha place

moving. AND, one of Memphis‘s own, and we don‘t

mean Bobby, will be honored.

SUNDAY

August 10 at 10 p.m.

Movie Company PARDOUX CORPORATION sponsors

"Who Wants To Be A Star." Meet and greet your

favorite porn stars. And the Finale "Black Party."
 

The host hotel for BOBBY BLAKE‘S BIRTHDAY BASH is The

Ramada Inn, 1837 Union Avenue. Host hotel rates are $65 for kings

and doubles » ask for the Bobby Blake Birthday Bash discount rate..

Call (901) 278—4100 to make reservations.
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DeGroff

from page 10

cine storage unit and handling shipping and receiving for

the Immunization Program.) In a way, | sort of don‘t care

anymore. | spent too many years in the past trying to hide

it and that gets very tiring after awhile. | refuse to live a lie

at my age. If someone can‘t accept me, that‘s their prob—

lem, not mine."

Because the

area of "trans—

gender" is so

confusing to

most folks, we

asked DeGroff

exactly what it

means.

"Think in terms

of doing an out—

line, with the

word ‘transgen—

dered‘ being

Roman numeral

one," DeGroff

explained. "All

the sub groups

that are included

as sub—points —

transsexual (TS);

cross dresser

DeGroff with his guitar (CD); intersexed

(hcimapnroCite);

drag king; drag queen, and genderist (sometimes called

transgendered).

"Let me offer some explanation of terms: a transsexual

is a person who has the desire to actually change their

gender through sexual reassignment surgery," DeGroff

added. "A transsexual usually knows there is something

different about them at an early age, and will eventually

get diagnosed with what is known as gender identity dis—

order, which is a medically—recognized condition, accord—

ing to the Diagnostic Statistical Manual. A cross dresser is

a person, male or female, who enjoys wearing clothing

usually associated with the opposite gender from their

birth gender. Demographically, cross dressers, for the

most part, are heterosexual males who do not consider

themselves transsexual. Cross dressers used to be called

transvestites, and it was usually thought that a transves—

tite derived some from of sexual gratification from his or

her dressing. ... A transgenderist, or simply genderist, will

have their name and documentation changed, basically

do everything it takes to live the opposite of their birth gen—
der except have the sexual reassignment surgery."

So, considering the definitions, where does DeGroff
identify?

"Well, let me say that I‘m a devout, lifelong, card—carry—
ing, dues—paying heterosexual," DeGroff noted. "Perhaps

 

the greatest misconception about the transgendered male

is that we‘re all gay. Although there is no one text book

sexuality associated with being transgendered, we cover

all the bases — plus a few positions in the out field, as well

— demographically, heterosexuals make up the majority of

persons who identify themselves as transgendered. As for

me, personally, I don‘t even ask, ‘Why?‘ anymore. The

only thing I wonder about now is if I have shoes to go with

this outfit."

About three or four years ago, DeGroff, along with fel—

low musician Rachell Willhite, formed a new band,

Cosmonaut Bob.

"We started playing acoustic material three or four

years ago on a not—so—serious basis," DeGroff recalled.

"One day I hauled the bass out and we started working on

some new material. From there, it just kind of grew. We

were using our names when we played, but Rachell

thought we should come up with a band name. I came up

with a list of odd—sounding, funny names. Cosmonaut Bob

was the one we laughed at the hardest, so we decided

that was it."

In regard to Cosmonaut Bob, what name does DeGroff

go by considering his identity?

"Since I‘m not transsexual, I have no reason to change

my name legally," DeGroff said. "When we started putting

the business side of Cosmonaut Bob together, | knew I

couldn‘t use ‘Pamela‘ on any legal documents, although

the transgendered community knows me by that name.

There is the occasional gig where I‘ll be more androgy—

nous—looking, so rather than flip—flop back and forth

between the two names, | thought it would be simpler to

just use my last name. Besides, DeGroff is strange

enough to begin with to work as a single name."

When asked to describe Cosmonaut Bob, DeGroff

replied, "That‘s kind of a hard one to answer. It‘s instru—

mental, mostly jazz/rock material you definitely can‘t

dance to. With the exception of rap, we‘re open to at least

experimenting with any style of music. | guess other than

saying we‘re a mostly instrumental band, it‘s kind of hard

to categorize us."

Cosmonaut Bob has already recorded one CD and will

be featured as part of the entertainment lineup at

Nashville Pride June 7.

"Rachell and ! are the core members, but our drummer,

Matthew VanNus, played on the CD with us and has done

a couple gigs so far," DeGroff said. "We‘ve also just start—

ed working with a sax player.

"As far as everyone‘s orientation goes, Matt is totally

straight," DeGroff continued. "Rachell is a bisexual, post

operative transsexual. Our sax player, who also is trans—

gendered and very new to the community, goes by the

name of Bridgette and considers himself bi.

"Cosmonaut Bob doesn‘t have a political agenda,"

DeGroff continued. "We just exist to play good music and

hopefully be entertaining. We‘re always willing to be a part

of the community and do what we can to help promote

See DeGroff, page 59
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DeGroff

from page 58

GLBT issues, but you won‘t find any transgender issues

on our website or hear them preached from the stage.

Each one of us in the band is politically conservative, but

somewhat socially liberal. It‘s a balancing act, but it keeps

us from being complacent."

Just as DeGroff‘s music is multi—faceted, so is his life.

Musically, DeGroff has had no formal training and admits to

not being able to read. musical notation. Educationally,

DeGroff has a "totally useless associate‘s degree from a

Bible college called ETTA." A divorcee for the past 11 years,

DeGroff has two children, a 24—year old daughter and an 11—

year old son, and two grandchildren and plans to stay sin—

gle, "hopefully." While still considering himself a Christian,

DeGroff has "very little use for organized religion."

"I consider myself a Christian and have made Christ my

Savior," DeGroff said. "I really work at trying not to be

judgmental, but that‘s hard at times, considering all the

prejudice that‘s directed towards the GLBT community, as

a whole. True spirituality is something that grows and con—

tinues to develop throughout a person‘s entire life. At best,

all l‘ll ever really be is a sinner saved by grace."

And, it is DeGroff‘s strong feelings toward the prejudice

directed towards the GLBT community that has led to his

involvement with lots of organizations, including being

board chair of Equality Tennessee and has been a mem—

ber of the Tennessee Vals in Nashville since 1993.

"They‘re a transgender social and support group,"

DeGroff explained. "I served as treasurer for a few years
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and will probably be working on their newsletter by the

time this article comes out. I‘m a member of the National

Transgender Advocacy Coalition, a national TG rights

organization. I‘m on the board for Nashville Pride, and

have served in the past as secretary. | also write two

columns a month for TGForum.com, the largest transgen—

der online service. I write for the T.Vals newsletter, for Out

And About Nashville and Transgender Community News,

a magazine for PA. I‘ve also written for Xenogeny here in

Nashville, and have had several articles published in

some caving magazines. I‘ve also had one of my articles

published in an anthology of transgender writers."

All in all, life, for any of us, is a balancing act.

"I‘ve always kind of thought that everything I‘ve

involved myself in, with organizations such as Equality

Tennessee, with the band, and with my writing, is a way to

use what skills | have on both a temporal and spiritual

level," DeGroff said. "It‘s a continual balancing act at

times, but it‘s anything but boring."

NOW get advice from the

‘_, nation‘s TOP gaming authors

, on where to PLAY andWI in

the TUNICA CASINO MARKET!
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LGBTQITS

First we were gay. One of our first big

organizations was the National Gay Task Force.

Later, we became gay and lesbian. Some gay women

wanted their own word to up their visibility. There used to

be a lot of talk about "lesbian invisibility." This was well

before Ellen, Rosie, Melissa and the gang.

Later, bisexuals started feeling invisibilized, and we

became gay, lesbian and bisexual, or GLB.

Then the trannies got uppity and wanted their own let—

ter, and we became GLBT.

Then lesbians demanded to be placed first in the alpha—

bet soup, and we became LGBT.

Even though it‘s unpronounceable either way — GLBT

or LGBT — that wasn‘t the end of it. Along came the queers

and the questioning people, and we became LGBTQ.

Next it was intersexed folks (people born with ambigu—

ous genitalia). And we became LGBTQI.

Then the indigenous folks (Indians) pointed out that

their gay—ish folks are called two—spirited, and we became

LGBTQITS.

And you know that‘s not the end of it. (And I‘m proba—

bly forgetting a letter or two that already have been added

in some circles.)

Unless you have been brainwashed beyond all hope,

say it with me: This is political correctness run amok.

First off, it‘s just a matter of time before the bears get

pissed off and demand another "B." Ditto for the leather—

men and a second "L."

If every conceivable subgroup of gays eventually gets

its own letter, there will be no room left in gay newspapers

for the news stories. The pages will just be filled up with

our name.

I say enough is enough, and I‘m asking you to join me.

Just say no to the every—lengthening unpronounceable

acronym.

Black people are happy to be black. Latinos are happy

to be Latinos or Hispanics. Asians are happy to be Asians.

Can you imagine what would happen if they started sub—

dividing themselves and adding a letter to an acronym to

represent each nation they hail from? The Mexicans and

El Salvadorans and Argentineans and Bolivians and on

and on? MESABs? The latino acronym alone would have

more than 30 letters. The black one even more.

Lesbians started this mess so lesbians should take

the initiative to halt it. I‘m not asking that any of these

words be removed from our vocabulary or our newspa—

pers. I‘m, merely asking that, for the sake of news

reporters, for the sake of politicians, for the sake of pub—

lic speakers everywhere, we agree that LGBTQITS peo—

ple can be collectively referred to as gay — or some other

word as long as it‘s accurate and pronounceable and

doesn‘t take 30 seconds to say and half a column of

newsprint to publish, which is almost the case with les—

[TtG sees|

  

bian/gay/bisexual/transgender/queer/questioning/inter—

sex/two—spirited.

You know (but are afraid to say out loud) that this trend

has gone off the deep end — and that it‘s only going to get

worse unless we intervene. Join me today.

SUPREME SODOMY

Press coverage of the Supreme Court arguments on

Texas‘ gay sex ban was all over the board, but The New

York Times said "a majority of the Supreme Court

appeared ready ... to overturn a Texas ‘homosexual con—

duct law that criminalizes sexual practices between

same—sex couples that are lawful in the state when per—

formed by a man and a woman."

Only 13 states ban sodomy and only four of them do

what Texas does — ban sodomy for gays but not for

straights.

The Times said the court likely will strike down Texas‘s

law based on the constitutional guarantee of equal pro—

tection.

That would be great, but it would not be the best out—

come. If the ban is overturned solely on equal—protection

grounds, Texas and the other three gay—only states could

decide to keep their gay—sex bans by banning heterosex—

ual sodomy as well — and the other nine states that

already ban sodomy for everybody could be unaffected by

the ruling.

To get rid of all 13 state sodomy laws, you need a

Supreme Court ruling based on a principle other than

equal protection. Yet, according to the Boston Globe:

"Only a few of the justices showed an active interest in an

argument for creation of a wide—ranging new constitution—

al right of privacy that would shield most homosexual

conduct from government control or prosecution. To

establish such a broader right, the court would have to

overrule (its) controversial 1986 decision (in Bowers v.

Hardwick) rejecting that notion."

The court is expected to issue its decision before the

end of June. Here‘s hoping they kill off sodomy laws alto—

gether, not just sex bans that target gays but not

straights. It is mind—boggling that in 2003, we can be

arrested in 13 states for having sex with another adult in

our own bedroom.

You are, for your information, a criminal in Kansas,

Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas (gay sodomy bans) and in

Alabama, Florida, Idaho, Louisiana, Mississippi, North

Carolina, South Carolina, Utah and Virginia (gay and

straight sodomy bans), according to a Lambda Legal

Defense & Education Fund map dated Dec. 2, 2002.

 

(Editor‘s Note: This is an editorial/opinion piece. The

views expressed by the author of this editorial are not nec—

essarily those of Family & Friends Magazine.)
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Schedule of Black Prides

The International Federation of Black Prides is the umbrel—

la organization for black pride events across the U.S., as well

as South Africa. Black pride events began in late April and

extend into the fall. Below is a list of only a few of the many

black pride events taking place in May, June and July 2003.

May 23—26

Washington D.C.

D.C. Black Gay Pride

For more information, go online to www.dcblackpride.org

June 12—15

Memphis, Tenn.

Memphis Black Gay Pride

For more information, see ad on page 71 or email hard—

awayarg@ yahoo.com

June 28—29

San Francisco, Calif.

San Francisco SOUL of Pride

For more information, go online to www.sfpride.org

July 2—7

Chicago, III.

Windy City Black LGBT Pride

For more information, go online to

www.windycitypride.org

July 5—7

Tampa, Fla.

Central Florida Black Pride

For more information, go online to www.floridablack—

pride.org.

July 3—Aug. 3

New York City, N.Y.

New York City Black Pride

For more information, go online to www.blackpridenyc.com.
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APB Productions,

in association with

Memphis Pride Inc.,

proudly presents

   

   

  

  

TALENT & EVENING GOWN

EASES pop registration or info, contact ENTRY FEE

(901) 683—4051 or midtownman426@yahoo.com

Sponsored in part by Family & Friends Magazine,

Memphis Pride Inc. and MAC Cosmetics
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By Anita Moyt, managing editor

HAROLD FRANKLIN "GRANNY" WEAVER

Harold Franklin "Granny"

Weaver, 70, died April 4,

2003, after a long battle

with cancer. Services were

held April 9, 2003, at

Garner Funeral Home in

Ripley, Tenn., with burial in

Grace Cemetery.

He leaves an older broth—

er, Melvin Weaver of

Tullahoma, Tenn. Two

younger brothers, Ralph

and Larry, also members of

the Memphis GLBT commu—

nity, preceded him in death.

"After he retired as chief

engineer from the Corp of Engineers, he tended bar," long—

time friend Gordon Bomar told Family & Friends, explaining

how Weaver got his nickname. "Some of the patrons com—

mented that he was so slow ... he moved like an old grand—

ma .. and people have called him ‘Granny‘ ever since."

Bomar knew Granny from high—school days at Ripley

High School.

"He was an outstanding football player at Ripley High

School," Bomar remembered. "His team won the confer—

ence title his senior year. He went to a 50—year reunion for

the team a couple of years ago."

After high school, Granny moved to Memphis to join the

Corp of Engineers. He worked as an engineer on river

vessels that navigated the Mississippi River from St. Louis

to New Orleans.

"He was an avid sports fan," Bomar said. "We would go

to a Redbirds game several times a year and, sometimes,

a football game. He really liked the Vols and the Lady Vols

basketball team."

"Everyone knew him as ‘Granny," Wayne "Phyllis"

Newsome, another long—time friend, told Family &

Friends. Phyllis met Granny 40 years ago at the Twilight

Lounge on Madison. The two men grew to be best friends,

although not partners, and even shared a home together.

"He was never ashamed of who he was," Phyllis said.

"He was always out there. He was great fun and had a

good sense of humor."

Granny, not just saw, but directly contributed, both

financially and with his time, to many firsts in the Memphis

GLBT community.

See Memphis mourns, page 64

Weaver

1
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Meet Your

Neighbor

Bobby Blake

 

Name: Bobby Blake

Place where you were born: Memphis

How long have you lived in Memphis: All my life.

Plus, I have a home in Houston, Texas, and a home

in Florida.

Partnership status: Single

Sexual orientation: bisexual

Occupation: retired porn star, motivational speaker,

minister and business owner

Hobbies: tennis, weight—lifting and traveling

Favorite Food: steak

Favorite Color: red

Favorite Animal: dog

Favorite Singer: Myhalia Jackson

Favorite Song: "One Sweet Day" by Mariah Carey

and Boyz II Men

Favorite Movie: imitation Of Life

Favorite Restaurant: Shula Steakhouse, Miami, Fla.

Favorite Drink: Crystal Light

Favorite Thing About Memphis: Being able to relax.

Least Favorite Thing About Memphis: None, | try to

see the positives.

Finish this phrase: My friends think | am "mean."
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"The time we began to get into the social—political scene

in Memphis, in 1972, he was a founding member of The

Queens Men," Phyllis said. "The Queens Men held its first

ball at Club Paradise in 1973. We went into straight ven—

ues without any repercussions. ... We (The Queens Men)

were the first group to get community members registered

to vote and contacted political people to offer support."

The Queens Men spawned several other Memphis GLBT

organizations, including the Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite,

Apollo and Tsarus.

"Granny ‘money bags‘ always was the financial backing

for any of these endeavors," Phyllis said. "Whatever they

didn‘t make, she made up.

"I believe Granny financed the first meetings to create

the Aid to End AIDS Committee (the predecessor to

Friends For Life Corporation)," Phyllis continued. "I think

that was probably one of the things that he should have

got a lot more recognition for than he has. They are re—

doing a building down there (on Cleveland). At least the

lobby or something should (be) named after Granny.

Without him it would never have gotten started.

"It all stated with an Adrian Rogers sermon," Phyllis

said, explaining where the idea came from to start the

AIDS service organization. "The sermon basically said

gay men did it and they deserved it, (referring to AIDS).

Granny said, ‘Well, we don‘t deserve it. So we need to do

something ourselves; it is better to do it yourself than to

wait for someone else to do it.""

"The constitution was set up and they had a meeting,"

Phyllis continued. "There were two members from gay

bars, two from gay organizations, two from social organi—

zations and one non—aligned member." In the beginning

Granny and Phyllis said they would not be on the board,

"so don‘t worry about us coming and running it."

(However,) everytime there was a function, Granny was

always a contributor to it," Phyllis continued. "He saw to it

that if there was a function, money was coming in whether

she performed or not.

"He was always there for everyone," Phyllis said,

remembering one such instance. "If someone couldn‘t go

home for Christmas, he would show up at one of the bars

with a complete meal cooked.

"You always felt he was a bulwark," Phyllis said. "You

could always lean on Granny and depend on Granny."

Granny also was known to many as only "Anonymous."

"He was a very caring individual and he really helped

out a lot of people," Bomar said. "But he did it anony—

mously. On the surface he appeared gruff, but that was

only the surface. In his heart he was a kind—hearted guy.

"His friends sure miss him," Bomar added. "We miss

him being part of our lives."

GREGORY R. GADOMSKI

Gregory R. Gadomski, 39, died April 11, 2003, after a

brief battle with cancer.

 

Born Nov. 20, 1963, in

Downey, Calif., he was the oldest

son of Richard and Dolores

Sabbatini Gadomski.

Gadomski was gradutaed

from Christian Brothers High

School. He earned both a bach—

elor of science in economics

and finance and a masters in

information technology manage—

ment from Christian Brothers

University, where he was a

brother of Tau Kappa Epsilon.

He also earned another MBA
Gadomski

from The University of Memphis. He was employed by

Lurgi PSI Inc. and owned Richardson Properties.

Gadomski is survived by his partner of 11 years, James

"Jim" E. Knight Jr.; his father and stepmother, Richard &

Florence Gadomski; his sister, Dr. Regina Healy; his

brother—in—law, Jay Healy; his grandfather, Chester

Gadomski; two nieces, Celia and Francesca; a nephew,

lan, and a large extended family and many loving friends.

At Gadomski‘s request, George Mabon, a long—time friend,

planned the memoria! service and delivered Gadomski‘s eulogy.

Services were held at St. Peter Catholic Church, where

Gadomski was a communicant, on April 14, 2003. More than

500 people attended Gadomski‘s memorial mass and reception.

"It made me proud to be gay," Mabone said of the service.

"The priest talked about his and Greg‘s relationahip and said

a lot of kind things about Greg‘s participation in the church.

"It was bitter sweet," Mabon said of his friend‘s final

request. "It was one of the most difficult things I‘ve ever

had to do in my life. But one that I was most honored to do.

He was truly my best friend and I will miss him dearly."

Mabon said he would particulary miss Gadomski on

Wednesdays, the day of the week the two have shared

lunch together for the past several years.

"He was part of the Southern Gentlemen," Michael

Hoots, his friend, said. The Southern Gentlemen put on

large dinners and parties as fundraisers for various chari—

ties in the Memphis area. "We worked on fundraisers

together and other events."

One fundraiser the Southern Gentlemen produced last

fall was an A Place At The Table (APATT) party held to raise

funds for Friends For Life. At that party, Gadomski‘s parents

got to meet "Grace" Gregory for the first time and were quite

amazed and delighted at what they saw.

"He dressed up for parties and occasionaly at Amnesia,"

Hoots said, explaining Gadomski‘s alter ego. "Every time

there was an event he dressed up ... he did it for fun things.

But, he only dressed up for the past few years.

"I thought he was a wonderful person, a wonderful friend

and a very kind person," Hoots said. "He was the kind of per—

son you could always count on. He will be greatly missed. I

wish everyone could have gotten to know him that didn‘t.

Everyone should strive to be the kind of friend he was."

See Memphis mourns, page 65
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ANTHONY "TONY" O‘NEAL DILLWORTH

7 Anthony "Tony" O‘Neal

Dillworth died May 2, 2003,

leaving his indelible mark

on this world, especially in

his dedication to the fight

against HIV/AIDS. Dillworth

died of AIDS—related compli—

cations. Services were held

Wednesday, May 7, 2003,

at Darden Funeral Home in

Amory, Miss., where he was

born March 21, 1963.

"I have known Tony for

B about 20 years," friend and

Dillworth co—worker Darrell Lowe told

|

Comily & Criongs.WNC MCl
at a party and were introduced by mutual friends. We‘ve
been close friends and even held several jobs together,
including at RiteAid Drug Store, Things Remembered in

the Raleigh Springs Mall and United Way.

"Tony was a very spiritual person," Lowe continued.

"You could go and talk to him about anything; he would do

anything in his power to help you."

Both Dillworth and Lowe worked for an HIV/AIDS serv—
ice organization known as New Directions Inc. Dillworth
further served with the Southwest Tennessee HIV/AIDS
Consortium, was a member of TAPWA, served on the
regional advisory committee and was the administrator of
its insurance and dental program. As program manager at
New Directions Inc., Dillworth set into place one particular

program that he was very proud of.

"He was extremely dedicated," Lowe said, referring to
the program targeting African—American young men, ages
13 to 24, who have sex with men. "He put his heart and
soul into that program. That was his baby. He wanted to
see it get off the ground. He was able to see the drop—in
center, which we got started. The center will be dedicated

to his memory as ‘Tony‘s House.‘

"It is my goal personally," Lowe said, "that his vision for
this program and drop—in center move forward and comes
out a success. We worked pretty close together and I
understood his vision. He left some big shoes to fill and
hopefully I can come close.

"Even though we knew his condition, it was still a
shock," Lowe said, explaining his reaction to Dillworth‘s

passing. "Already he is missed, tremendously. He was a
true friend in every sense of the word ‘friend,‘ as well as a
true confidant and a pillar of strength to be admired by all."

Perhaps another friend summed Tony up best. "He
was a Rock of Gibraltar," Anthony E. Fox, with the
Jackson State University—Mississippi Urban Research
Center said. "He fought for all people to take their rightful

place at the table."
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April 1, I was told to pack a bag and, "let‘s

hit it," by my "Butch" and "Judy—Jean." | real—

ized it — we were headed to Atlanta, Ga., for the Miss.

~ Georgia Continental Pageant. The female impersonators

at the pageant, who | personally knew, were beautiful

Niesha Dupree, Alicia Kelly, Jasmine Bonet, Ms. Sophia

Mcintosh and the great Tommie Ross.

Memphis Black Same—Gender—Loving Alliance‘s 2003

Spring Conference was hot, hot, hot! Friday night‘s recep—

tion had about 25 to 40 people in attendance, but

Saturday‘s event spoke for itself. I know at least 150 or

more people came through the doors the entire day.

The lesbians really came out to support and participate.

Lisa Brown sung beautify all weekend. Call her if you want

somebody special to be serenaded. LaPaula Turner was

honored with an award from the village.

The men‘s discussion group was packed. Icon film star

and Memphis‘s own Bobby Blake and one of Allusion‘s

security officers were the guest panelists. It did the village

proud to have two fine diverse brothers on the same panel

and attending such an event.

The Showcase Slam left everyone on a natural and spir—

itual high. Visual and graphic artists were awarded trophies

for their work: Leon Thomas Jr., Shari L. Walker and Bobby

Jones. Authors and performers R. Bryant Smith of Jackson,

Tenn., and Darius O. Williams of Jackson, Miss., had atten—

dees listening very closely to their every spoken and per—

formed word. Designer Bobby Perry had many orders after

he modeled a three—piece outfit he designed and made

himself. My gay child, Aubrey, from Clarksdale, Miss., real—

ly surprised the hell out of everyone when he danced.

Michael Taylor sang "It‘s So Hard To Say Goodbye to

Yesterday" and had police officer and liaison to Mayor

Herenton‘s office for Memphis‘s Muslim community,

Mahajj Abdul—Baagee, in tears. Officer Abdul—Baagee

spoke to the standing—room—only crowd about the love he

had for his now deceased cousin/brother who passed

from the HIV epidemic in 2001, and for us, the SGL com—

munity, to take care of ourselves, first, and each other.

And, who better to have ended the day with a POW—

ERFUL closing prayer than our very own Minister Andre _

Williams. Chile, I shouted all over the front lobby area

(truth be told, I was not the only one feeling the presence

of the spirit in the building). |

It did my heart good to see Terry! (my Butch), the owner _|

of the grand, new Club Allusions, as well as, my boss, Kim

Moss, who was smiling from cheek to cheek.

The village thanks Friends For Life for being the head

sponsor of the 2003 conference, as well as, Family &

Friends magazine, Statscript Pharmacy on Union Avenue

and other organizations.

Will I see you at D.C. Pride, Memorial Day Weekend,

and/or Memphis International Black Pride, Father‘s Day

Weekend?

And, before I close, I would like to send out my condo—

lences to the village for Anthony O‘Neal Dillworth‘s transi—

tion, May 2. He meant so much to this community.

And, as always, happy pride, chil—ren, happy pride!

 

Anda Special Thanks

to our Sponsors:

Friends For Life

Family & Friends Magazine

and Statscript Pharmacy

located on Union Avenue

 

Thanks to the Village for a Great ANNUAL

SPRING CONFERENCE

 
 

 

 



UAB

3204 North Thomas

Northgate Shopping Cel

(901) §523—0599

 

 



 

TimesPast___ ___ __

x BenniE TROYANDERSON

Hard lessons learned

lead to wise advice

| remember when I first came on the gay scene. | was,

in high school at Northside. | played basketball and I

always had an interest in my teammates, especially one

in particular.

One day, he caught me staring at him in the showers

and it was on from there. We started hanging out and

then it finally happened. Yes, of course, we had our girl—

friends, but we were like secret lovers. After high school,

he left town for college and, needless to say, our rela—

tionship was over.

I started hanging out with my older gay cousin, who

introduced me to the Apartment Club. My cousin was very

over—protective of me, so | met a few guys but, as | start—

ed hanging out at the club, without my cousin, I became a

hot commodity there.

| went home every night with a different trick. I fell in

love with one of my tricks and spent seven years with

him and then we broke up and | decided not to get into

another relationship with a guy again. So, | went back to

my Hoe—ing around and making money at the club on

Claybrook, and in the park. | always kept a job, catering

or working at a local news station, but | did tricks for

extra money. :

While working at this local news station, a call came i

for me from the health department, saying, "Mr. Anderson,

we need you to come in to be tested for HIV." So I did. At |

that time, you had to wait two weeks before your results

came in. While waiting those two weeks, | asked myself,

"What am I going to do if I‘m positive?"

A lot of people were dying from AIDS back then and the

only medicine they had was AZT. My results come in and.

I tested positive for HIV and I thought my life had ended.

| cut myself off from the world, family and friends. |

ed on my AZT, which made me very sick, so I stopped tak— .

ing it and was waiting on Death. Whenever my tricks.

called, I told them to go get tested for HIV. This one par—

ticular person I talked to came out and admitted to having

the virus. He said he was afraid to tell me, because he |

wanted to know if it was true about what people were say— |

ing about me — that I was a freak and I had it going on in

bed and I was worth the money they were spending.

I‘m writing this to say to the younger generation, have |

your fun but do it safely. HIV is nothing nice. Protect your—

self and others. Don‘t fall for the game. Love and respect.

yourself and, like Anthony says, "Everybody is not worthy

of your seed."
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The Circuit Playhouse

 April 18 — May 25

(901) 126—4656
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Taurus (April 21—May 21) — The new moon shines the

spotlight on you this month. Ambitions, dreams, wants

and desires can be yours if you work at it.

Gemini (May 22—June 21) — You must make yourself

adaptable to change in the coming months as they could

work to your advantage. Always remember, your actions

can and will speak loudly.

Cancer (June 22—July 23) — As the month progresses,

pay attention as a new admirer could bring favorable com—

panionship. Your career could bring you new opportunities.

Leo (July 24—Aug. 23) — If you voice your ideas in the

right direction, the rewards could be endless now as

Mercury moves through your career sector. Broaden your

horizons, especially in the area of education.

Virgo (Aug. 24—Sept. 23) — Pay attention to phone

calls and letters from far—away places because they could

be of great importance. Your talents will be fruitful if put to

work in the right areas.

Libra (Sept. 24—Oct. 23) — Anything dealing with other

people, relationships, partnerships and social gatherings,

could all prove to work in your best interest this month.

Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 22) — Your hard work will soon

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST

COMPLETE ADULT

ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS

VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES — PREVIEW BOOTHS

FANTA S ¥
WAREHOUSE

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East) [
791 N. White Station Road

(901) 6839649
a e a e ce

Executlve South (South)
1847 E. Brooks Road

Mum Theatre (Brooks Rd. Only) + (901) 345—0825

Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins + (901) 358—8642

NOW RENTING DVDs

Employment Opportunities Available

& checks accepted at #1 and #4 ONLY

OPEN Monday Saturday, 8 a.m. to Midnight

Closed Sundays & Holidays
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begin to pay off. Focus this month should be on relationships
of all kinds as the Moon helps you move towards new goals.

Sagittarius (Nov. 23—Dec. 21) — Love affairs and cre—
ative projects will get the stimulation you desire this
month. Work with others now and you may find yourself
on the road to riches.

Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 20) — Focus for the month
should be on family and the home front. Now is the time to
concentrate on finding the best avenues for your talents.

Aquarius (Jan. 21—Feb. 19) — Developing relation—
ships should be your focus as the month progresses.
Seldom is success grounded only in yourself. More times
than not, it requires the assistance of someone else.

Pisces (Feb. 20—March 20) — This month may bring a
second chance at an old love affair if you are willing to try
again. But be warned: a new approach may be needed.

Aries (March 21—April 20) — You may find yourself faced
with a new challenge in the coming months. Be observant
because the treasures you seek could be right before your eyes.
 

Editor‘s Note: Horoscopes are meant for entertainment pur—
poses only and are for the month ofMay2003.

Memphis Regional

Planned
Parenth

ood"

Confidential STD and HIV/AIDS Testing
For Men and Women — 725—1717
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Backstreet Memphis

2018 Court Street

(901) 276—5522

Crossroads a

1278 Jefferson

(901) 276—8078

rd

Crossroads 2

111 North Claybrook

(901) 276—1882

J—Wags

1268 Madison Avenue

(901) 725—1909

The Jungle

1474 Madison Avenue

(901) 278—4313

Lorenz/Aftershock

1528 Madison Avenue

(901) 274—8272

® Circuit Playhouse
1705 Poplar Avenue
(901) 726—4656

Emerald Theatre Company
2085 Monroe Avenue
(901) 722—9302

Malco‘s Studio on the Square
2105 Court Avenue
Movie Hotline: (901) 681—2020

Playhouse on the Square
51 South Cooper
(901) 726—4656

C
r
u

»

The Orpheum
203 South Main Street
(901) 525—3000

Theatre Memphis
630 Perkins Extended
(901) 682—8323

 

Madison Flame
1588 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—9839

Metro Memphis
1349 Autumn Street
(901) 274—8010

Allusions
3204 North Thomas
(901) 357—8383

One More
2117 Peabody
(901) 278—MORE

The Pumping Station
1382 Poplar Avenue
(901) 272—7600

Paragon
2865 Walnut Grove Rd.
(901) 320—0026

The Memphis
Gay & Lesbian

Community Center
892 South Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104

(901) 324—GAYS

   

 
A   

Twain‘s (inside Sam‘s Town Tunica) — fine dining
(800) 456—0711
(reservations suggested)

Bogie‘s Delicatessen — Midtown — deli
2098 LaSalle Place (behind Paulette‘s)
(901) 272—0022

Cafe Ole — mexican
2127 Young Avenue
(901) 274—1504

Cafe Society — gournet
212 North Evergreen
(901) 722—2177
(reservations suggested)

Melange — gourmet
948 South Cooper
(901) 276—0002
(reservations suggested for dinner)

Molly‘s La Casita — mexican
2006 Madison Avenue
(901) 726—1873

Buns on the Run — home—cooked
2150 Elzey Avenue
(901) 278—BUNS
(breakfast & lunch only)

RP Tracks — pub grub
3547 Walker Street
(901) 327—1471

Young Avenue Deli — deli
2119 Young Avenue
(901) 278—0034

GLBT Retailers

INZ & OUTZ Cards & Gifts
553 South Cooper
(901)728—6535
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BARS/NIGHTCLUBS

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

BACKSTREET MEMPHIS, 2018 Court

Street, (901) 276—5522, Fri. & Sat. 8 p.m.—6

a.m., Sun. 8 p.m. to 3 a.m., ww»w.backstreet—

memphis.com

CROSSROADS & CROSSROADS 2,

1278 Jefferson & 111 North Claybrook, (901)

276—1882, Noon—3 a.m., 7 Days A Week

JWAG‘S, 1268 Madison Avenue, (901)

7251909, Open 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A

Week

THE JUNGLE, 1474 Madison Avenue,

(901) 278—4313, 4 p.m.—3 a.m. Mon.—Fri./3

p.m.—3 a.m. Sat. & Sun.

LORENZ/AFTERSHOCK, 1528

Madison Avenue, (901) 274—8272, open 24

hours a day, 7 days a week

MADISON FLAME, 1588 Madison

Avenue, (901) 278—9839, 7 pm.—3 a.m.

Wed., Fri. & Sat./5 p.m.—? Thurs.

METRO MEMPHIS, 1349 Autumn Street,

(901) 274—8010, 6 p.m.—3 a.m., 7 days aweek

ALLUSIONS, 3204 North Thomas in the

Northgate Shopping Center(in the back), (901)

357—8383. Open at 9 p.m. Thursdays, Fridays

   

and Saturdays.

ONE MORE, 2117 Peabody, (901) 278—

MORE (6673), 11 am—3

Mon.—Sat./noon—3 a.m. Sun.

PARAGON, 2865 Walnut Grove Road, —

(901) 320—0026, Thurs.—Sun. 8 p.m.—?

THE PUMPING STATION, 1382 Poplar

Avenue, (901) 272—7600, 4 p.m. to 3 a.m.

Mon.—Friday, 3 p.m. to 3 a.m. Sat. & Sun.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

MI—NITE, 27 West 19th Street, (423) 504—

3650, Thurs.—Sun. 9 p.m.—3 a.m.

JACKSON, TENNESSEE

THE OTHER SIDE, 3883 Highway

45 North, (901) 668—3749, 5 p.m.—mid—

night Sun.—Thurs., 5 p.m.—3 a.m. Fri./7

p.m.—3 a.m. Sat.

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

CLUB CITY LIGHTS, 220 West Amite

Street, (601) 353—0059

JACK & JILL‘S, 3911 Northview Drive,

(601) 982—JACK (5225), 9 p.m.—? Fri. & Sat.,

website: www.jacksonbars.com

JACKSCONSTRUCTIONSITE(akaJCS),

425 North Mart Plaza, (601) 362—3108, 5 pm:—? 7

DaysAWeek, website:

a.m.

MERIDIAN, MISSISSIPPI

CROSSROADS & OLLIE MAE‘S, |—

59,exit 142 Savory Road, (601) 655—8145,

website: www.crossroadsestates.com

TUPELO, MISSISSIPPI

RUMORS, 637 Highway 145, (662) 767—

9500, 8 p.m. —1 a.m. Thurs. — Sat., email:

rumors@futuresouth.com

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS

BACKSTREET—LITTLE ROCK, 1021

Jessie Road, (501) 662—2744, Fri—Mon.9 p.m.—

5 a.m., website: Backstreetdancecilub.com.

DISCOVERY, 1021 Jessie Road, (501)

664—4784, Sat. only, 9 p.m.—5 a.m., website:

Latenightdisco.com

SOCIAL

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

2xLAMBDA, a program of the Memphis

Gay & Lesbian Community Center, is open

to both men and women, ages 20 to 29,

(901) 223—3331

B.G.A.L.A., (University of Memphis

Students for Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian

Association), a social, political and edu—

ational organization meets the first and

third Mondays of each month, e—mail:

BGALA@cc.Memphis.edu, www.peo—

ple.memphis.edu/~bgala

COTTON PICKIN‘ SQUARES—MEM—

PHIS, (901) 272—2116, Meets Thursday

nights at 7:30 p.m. at Prescott Memorial

Baptist Church, 499 Patterson (Near The

University of Memphis), Square dancing

social group

LIFE IN THE MEDIAN, a program of the

Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community

Center, is open to men and women in their

late 20s and beyond. (901) 857—8523

MEMPHISAREAGAYYOUTH (MAGY),

PO. Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124, (901)

335—6249, Peer support group for 13— to 21—

year olds dealing with gay, lesbian, bisexual &

gender issues, ww»w.gaymemphis.com/magy

MEMPHIS BEARS, 1066 Wrenwood,

Memphis, TN 38122, (901) 323—4773, Meets

the 2nd Saturday of every month at The

Pumping Station, 1382 Poplar Ave., at 10

p.m. « MEN ONLY, Email: info@memphis—

bears.com,.web: www.memphisbears.com

MEMPHIS GAY & LESBIAN COMMU—

NITY CENTER, 892 South CooperMemphis,

    
Memphis, TN ‘38104, (901) 824—GAYS

(4297), townallmeetings every other month;

Thurs—Sat., 6—10 p.m., Sun., 1—5 p.m., web—

site: www.mglec.org.

MEMPHIS PRIDE INC., PO. Box

111265, Memphis, TN 38111—1265, email:

Memphisprideparade @ earthlink.net,

Monthly open meetings have been suspend—

ed indefinitely

MIRROR IMAGE, PO. Box 11052,

Memphis, TN 38111—0052, A support group

for trans individuals meets the 3rd Saturday

of every month at 7 p.m., For more informa—

tion and locations of meetings, write or email

at memphisgroup@usa.com

MYSTIC KREWE OF APHRODITE, a

social and service organization, women only,

PO. Box 11483, Memphis, TN 38111—1483,

email:aphroditemem@yahoo.com, website:

www.geocities.com/aphroditemem

PELA.G., (Parents, Family & Friends of

Lesbians & Gays), (901) 754—3136, Support

meetings for parents, family and friends of gay,

lesbian, bisexual and transgendered persons,

email: amdrake@mem.po.com

TENNESSEE LEATHER TRIBE, (901)

357—1921, Club nights and meetings vary;

contact for info — men and women welcome,

www.tnleathertribe.org, email: info@tnleather—

tribe.org

TSARUS MEMPHIS, PO. Box 41082,

Memphis, TN 38174, (901) 276—4132, Levi—

leather club meets the 3rd Saturday of every

month at The Pumping Station, 1382 Poplar

Aveune, at 10 p.m. e MEN ONLY, Email:

info@tsarus.org, website: www.tsarus.org

MEMPHIS BLACK SGLALLIANCE, 28

North Claybrook, Memphis, TN 38104,

(901)274—0163, Cultural, educational, com—

munity awareness organization.

MGLCC BOOK CLUB, a program of the

Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center,

892 South Cooper, meets the third Thursday of

each month at 7 p.m. email:bmoody@mem.net

MISSISSIPPI

GLBA OF OLE MISS, PO. Box 3541,

University, MS 38677, (662) 915—7049,

email: glba@olemiss.edu

GLBF, PO. Box 233, MS State, MS

39762, (662) _325—8241, _email:

g bf @ o rg .m ss t ate .o du,

www.msstate.eduworg/glibf

USM —GAY/STRAIGHT ALLIANCE,

email:GSAlliance@usm.edu or thespy_ms

@yahoo.com, website: www.usm.edu/gsa
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ARKANSAS

SAFE HARBOR NEA, A confidential

support and social group for GLBT persons,

ages 25 and under, in northeast Arkansas,

(870) 932—6545, PO. Box 226, Jonesboro,

AR 72403, www.safeharbor—nea.com

WHOLENESS

FEAST FOR FRIENDS DINNER, (901)

272—0855, Dinner is served the 1st and 3rd

Monday of every month at St. John‘s United

Methodist Church, Bellevue @ Peabody,

beginning at 6 p.m.

MEMPHIS REGIONAL PLANNED

PARENTHOOD, 1407 Union Avenue

Extended, 3rd Floor (901) 725—1717, HIV &

STD testing, gynecological preventive care

MEMPHIS HIV FAMILY CARE NET—

WORK, 880 Madison Avenue, Memphis,

TN, (901) 545—8265, Free comprehensive,

supportive services and voc/rehab services

to the HIV—positive

NICOTINE ANONYMOUS MEETING,

Saturdays 10 a.m., Christ United Methodist

Church, 4488 Poplar Avenue. (901) 278—

6234

ORORO—CROSSROADS, (901) 743—

2900, Support group for African—American,

same—gender—loving men, For information,

contact James at (901) 529—9549

THE POSITIVE LIVING CENTER, 1000

South Cooper Street, Memphis, TN, (901)

726—6022 * Tuesday—Saturday, noon to 8

p.m. Provides opportunities for persons

affected by HIV/AIDS to manage the disease

in a holistic manner, free of charge.

YWCA ENCORE, MedPlex, 880

Madison Avenue, (901) 754—4356, Support

group for lesbians with breast cancer meets

every Wednesday from 10 a.m. to noon

SERIOUS SOBER OPEN AA MEET—

ING, (an open men & women‘s Alcoholics

Anonymous meeting), Meets each Friday at

8 p.m. at Prescott Memorial Baptist Church,

499 Patterson (near The University of

Memphis), (901) 324—9200

SPIRITUAL

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Unity in Community!
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INTEGRITY MEMPHIS, 102 N. Second

Street, Memphis, TN 38103, (901) 525—6602,

People of all faiths and ideologies are wel—

come, Meets the 3rd Tuesday of every month

at 6:30 p.m. at Calvary Episcopal Church.

Dinner at 7 p.m., www.geocities.com/integri—

ty_memphis/main.html

LAMBDACIRCLE, (901) 278—6786, Open

to all GLBT persons of faith to join in an affiim—

ing time of prayer, Bible study and discussion.,

Meets the 2nd Tuesday of every month from

6:30 to 8:30 pm. at First Congregational

Church, 1000 S. Cooper Street.

OTHER LOCALES

CAMP SISTER SPIRIT, PO. Box 12,

Oveftt, MS 39464, Feminist education/cultur—

al/retreat. center, wwnw.campsisterspirit.com,

email: sisterspir@aol.com

MCC OFTHE RAINBOW, 5565 Robinson

Rd. Ext., Ste. Q, Jackson, MS 39204, (601)

372—6644, Sunday Service at 11:30 a.m.

POLITICAL

TENNESSEE

EQUALITY TENNESSEE, PO. Box

241363, Memphis, TN 38124 e 901—327—

2677, A civil rights group that promotes

equality and combats prejudice and discrimi—

nation among GLBT persons, email: westre—

gion @equalitytennesse.org,website:

www.equalitytennessee.org.

MEMPHIS LESBIAN & GAY COAL

TION FOR JUSTICE, PO. Box 241363,

Memphis, TN 38124, (901) 327—2677. Email:

migcj@yahoo.com, website: www.geoci—

ties.com/migc}.
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MISSISSIPPI

EQUALITY MISSISSIPPI, PO. Box

6021, Jackson, MS 39288—6021, (601) 936—

7673, email: EqualityMS@EqualityMS.org,

website: www.EqualityMS.org

SPORTS

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

BLUFF CITY SPORTS ASSOCIATION,

PO. Box 41803, Memphis, TN 38174—1803,

(901) 461—0891, email: memphisgaysoft—

ball@yahoo.com, Softball league open to

GLBT individuals.

BROTHERS & SISTERS BOWLING

LEAGUE, Cordova Bowling Center, 7945 Club

CenterCove, (901) 737—7824 or (901) 4654371.

This co—ed bowling league meets every Sunday

at 5:45 p.m. at the Cordova Bowling Center.

MEDICAL

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Doctors

DR. DANIEL P. MARSHALL M.D., general

practioner, 515 North Highland, (901) 323—1200

Optometrists

DRS. MICHAEL D.WEINBERG &JASON

DUNCAN atTHE ECLECTIC EYE, 242 South

Cooper Street, (901) 276—EYES (3937)

Dentists

WILLIAMN.CASTLE, DDS, general dentistry,

79 North Cooper Street, Memphis, TN 38104. Call

(901) 685—5008 for an appointment.

 

 

 

(~ GAYELLOW Paces~
INFORMING THE LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL &
TRANSGENDER COMMUNITY SINCE 1973

All editions include a
separate WOMENS section and a

separate ETHNIC/MULTICULTURAL section
Complete gay—friendly resources & businesses: accommodations, bars,

bookstores, dentists, doctors, lawyers, therapists, travel services,
organizations, media, religious groups, help lines & HIV/AIDS resources.

Index & fast access phone list.
USA/CANADA: $16 by first class mail: Includes all states

and provinces, plus national headquarters of
organizations, mail order companies, etc.

EAST and SOUTH Edition: $12 by first class mail
AL, AR, AZ, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY, LA,

MS, NH, NJ, NM, NY, NC, OH, OK, PA, PR, Ri, SC, TN,
TX, US Virgin is, VA, VT, WV

Find us at gay—friendly stores like
inz & Outz, Memphis 901—728—6535

Qutloud Books & Gifts, Mashville 615—340—0034
Outwrite, Atianta 404—607—0082

and see http://gayelliowpages.com/2buy.hitm
For free listing application, prices, mailing labels, etc.,

please send self—addressed stamped envelope to
Renaissance House, PO Box 533—FF, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014

Voice: 212—674—0120 Fax: 212—420—1126
Email: gayeHowpages@earthlink.

MA, MD, ME, MCO,
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CRAVING ...

LOCAL

LIVE

CHAT

VOICE

MAD

MEMPHIS

901—261—0006

Nashville

615—775—1010

Fayetteville

931—297—0010

Carthage

615—489—1010

Hohenwald

931—295—0010

Pulaski

931—298—0010

Waverly

931—299—0010

Other Local TN #‘s

1—888—272—7277

f interactiveFREE .
TRIAL male
Use Code:8373 www.InteractiveMale.c
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EMPHIS‘S FAVORITE PLACE TO PARTY!

E ponsor of

PRIDE

2003

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEE

KARAOKE EVERY MONDAY & TUESDAY NIGHT!
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